Registration (15th Floor, Central Space)
Thursday (April 23): 10 AM - 6 PM
Friday (April 24): 8 AM - 5 PM
Saturday (April 25): 8 AM - 5 PM

Book Exhibit and Café (15th Floor, 1501)
Thursday: 11 AM - 6 PM
Friday: 9 AM - 6 PM (8 AM for the Café)
Saturday: 9 AM - 6 PM (8 AM for the Café)

Opening Reception (15th Floor, Central Space)
Thursday: 8:00 PM

Closing Reception (15th Floor, Central Space)
Saturday: 7:00 PM
• Presentation of the ASN 2015 Best Doctoral Student Paper Awards, the Harriman ASN 2015 Book Prize and the ASN 2015 Audience Award for Film
• Friday Lunch: 1:20 - 2:50 PM

ASN Meetings
• Program Committee (Room 1219)
  Saturday: 9-11 AM
• Board of Directors/Advisory Board (Room 1219)
  Saturday: 11:20 AM - 1:20 PM
• Nationalities Papers Editorial Board (Room 1201)
  Saturday Lunch: 1:20 - 2:50 PM
• American Association of Ukrainian Studies (AAUS)
  Meeting (Room 1219)
PANEL BK2
Contested and Incoherent?
Exhibiting and Representing the Past in the Post-Yugoslav Space

CHAIR
Melissa Feinberg
(Rutgers U, US)
mfeinberg@history.rutgers.edu

PAPERS
Nita Luci
(Prishtina U, Kosovo)
nita.luci@uni-pr.edu
Memory Mapping in Kosovo:
Memorials, Museums, and Commemorations of War

Joachim von Puttkamer
(Friedrich Schiller U, Germany)
joachim.puttkamer@uni-jena.de
No Future? Narrating the Past in Bosnian History Museums

Juliane Tomann
(Friedrich Schiller U, Germany)
 juliane.tomann@uni-jena.de
Inventing a State Identity in a Multiethnic Society:
The “Skopje 2014” Project

Vjeran Pavlakovic
(Rijeka U, Croatia)
vjeranp@gmail.com
Rituals of Reconciliation or Political Manipulation?
Memory Debates and the Commemorations of Victims of Totalitarian Regimes in Croatia

DISCUSSANT
Paul Hanebrink
(Rutgers U, US)
hanebrin@history.rutgers.edu
PANEL BK23
*Learning from Experience: Economic, Political and Social Initiatives for Sustaining Stability in the Western Balkans*

**CHAIR**
Dragana Kiprijanovska
(U of Ss. Cyril and Methodius, Macedonia)

**PAPERS**
Tanja Karakamiseva-Jovanovska
Zvonko Mucunski
(U of Ss. Cyril and Methodius, Macedonia)
tanja.karakamiseva@gmail.com
mucunski@hotmail.com
*The Role of Political-Security Cooperation in the Processes of Democratization and Peace-Building in the Western Balkans*

Borislava Manojlovic
(Seton Hall U, US)
borislava.manojlovic@shu.edu
*Responsibility for Peace and Activism in the Balkans*

Aleksandar Klimovski
Timco Mucunski
(U of Ss. Cyril and Methodius, Macedonia)
klimovski2003@yahoo.com
tmucunski@gmail.com
*Privatization in the Former Yugoslav States: How Economic Inclusivity Brought Forward Social Inequality*

**DISCUSSANT**
Edislav Manetovic
(SUNY Old Westbury, US)
edislavm@yahoo.com
PANEL CE14

Discourses about the Roma in Central Europe

CHAIR
Julija Sardelic
(European U Institute, Italy)  
Julija.sardelic@eui.eu

PAPERS

Eszter Varsa
(Institute for East and Southeast European Studies, Germany)  
varsa@ios-regensburg.de
"The (Final) Solution of the Gypsy-Question": Continuities in Discourses about Roma in Hungary, 1940s-1950s

Neil Cruickshank
(Alogma U, Canada)  
neil.cruickshank@algomau.ca
Strangers in their Own Land: The Securitization of European Roma

Neven Andjelic
(Regent’s U London, UK)  
andjelicn@regents.ac.uk
Roma People in Slovakia: Building a Wall around an Ethnic Minority

Shayna Plaut
(U of British Columbia, Canada)  
shayna.plaut@gmail.com
Follow the Money: A Critical Examination of Training Romani Journalists in Democracy, Development and Dependency

DISCUSSANT

Natasha Beranek
(Miami U, Ohio, US)  
natasha.brie@gmail.com
PANEL CE22
Language, Schools, Politics

CHAIR
Olga Gille-Belova
(U de Bordeaux-Montaigne, France)
olga.gille-belova@u-bordeaux-montaigne.fr

PAPERS
Basil Bessonoff
(Graduate School USA, NY)
bessonoff1@aol.com
The Geopolitical Language Map of the Former Soviet States

Ion Voicu Sucala
(Glasgow U, UK)
i.sucala1@research.gla.ac.uk
Surviving Among the Enemies: The Case of Romanian Language Schools in Transnistria

Ioana Marian
(Babes-Bolyai U, Romania)
ioana.marian@gmail.com

Ineta Dabašinskiene
(Vytautas Magnus U, Lithuania)
i.dabasinskiene@hmf.vdu.lt
Ethnolinguistic Nationalism versus Plurilingual Policy in Education: The Case of the Baltics

Ksenia Maksimovtsova
(Justus-Liebig U, Germany)
kseniya.maksimovtsova@gmail.com
Contemporary Debates over Language Policy Regarding Ethnic Minorities in Latvia and Ukraine: The Discourse of the Russian-Language Press

Viktória Ferenc
(Research Institute for Hungarian Communities Abroad, Budapest)
fevikt@gmail.com
Ukraine’s Language Law in a Multi-Ethnic Region: De Jure and De Facto

DISCUSSANT
Hugo Lane
(Independent Scholar, NY, US)
hugolane@gmail.com
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PANEL TK4

_Experiencing Ottoman and Turkish Identity from the Margins: Jews, Christians, Persians, and Albanians_

CHAIR

Arolda Elbasani
(Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, Florence, Italy)
arolda.elbasani@eui.eu

PAPERS

Evguenia Davidova
(Portland State U, US)
evguenia@pdx.edu

_Medical Career Trajectories and Multiple Loyalties in Nineteenth-Century Balkans_

Elif Becan
(Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, France)
aebecan@ehess.fr

_Localizing Language Politics: Neighborhood on the Abandonment of the Mother Tongue by the Second Generation of Albanians in Turkey (1920 – 1960)_

Sener Akturk
(Koc University, Turkey)
sakturk@ku.edu.tr

Umut Korkut
(Glasgow Caledonian U, UK)
Umut.Korkut@gcu.ac.uk

_Europe’s Two “Others” on Each Other: Contributions of Jewish Intellectuals to Turkish Nationalism and Turkology in Hungary and Turkey_

Kumru Toktamis
(Pratt Institute, US)
ktoktami@pratt.edu

_Turkish Nationhood: Political Opportunities for and Protection by the Local Elites_

DISCUSSANT

Emmanuel Szurek
(Princeton U, US)
emmanuel.szurek@gmail.com
PANEL R6
Russia’s Compatriots Abroad

CHAIR
Elizabeth Teague
(Independent Analyst, Oxford, UK)
teagueeliza@aol.com

PAPERS
Rita Peters
(U of Massachusetts, Boston, US)
rita.peters@umb.edu
The Diaspora-Kinstate Phenomenon as Strategy in Russian Foreign Policy

Eleanor Knott
(LSE, UK)
e.k.knott@lse.ac.uk
Multiple Citizenship vs. Quasi-Citizenship: A Lived Experience Comparison of Kin-State Practices in Moldova and Crimea

Ammon Cheskin
(Glasgow U, UK)
ammon.cheskin@glasgow.ac.uk
Theorizing Russia’s Relationship with its “Compatriots Abroad”: The Case of the Baltic States

Angela Kachuyevski
(Arcadia U, US)
kachuyea@arcadia.edu
The Russian-Speaking Population in Latvia: Geopolitics and the Enduring Salience of the “Russian Idea”

Dina Zisserman-Brodsky
(Ben-Gurion U, Israel)
dinazb@bgu.ac.il
The Maidan Revolution through the Eyes of post-Soviet Immigrants to Israel

DISCUSSANT
Allan Kagedan
(Carleton U, Canada)
alkagedan@rogers.com
PANEL U2
Cultural Dimensions of the Euromaidan: Literature, Arts, Performativity

CHAIR
Myroslava T. Znayenko
(Rutgers U, US)
nayenko@andromeda.rutgers.edu

PAPERS
Oksana Ostapchuk
(Lomonosov Moscow State U, Russia)
ostapczuk@yandex.ru
Friends’ and “Enemies” in the Political Language of Modern Ukraine:
Shaping Identity in a Mobilized Society

Tamara Hundorova
(Institute of Literature, Kyiv, Ukraine)
hundorova@gmail.com
The Euromaidan as a Cultural Performance

Vitaly Chernetsky
(U of Kansas, US)
vchernetsky@ku.edu
The Euromaidan and New Documentary Cinema

DISCUSSANT
Mark Andryczyk
(Columbia U, US)
ma2634@columbia.edu
PANEL N7
*Ethnic Groups, United and Separate*

**CHAIR**
Piotr Kiesel  
(European Institute U, Italy)  
piotr.kisiel@eui.eu

**PAPERS**

**Miriam Hänni**  
(Zurich U, Switzerland)  
miriam.haenni@uzh.ch  
*The Variety of Consociational Oligarchies: Studying the Application of Consociational Principles to the Non-Democratic World*

**David Siroky**  
(Arizona State U, US)  
david.siroky@asu.edu  
*The Calculus of Irredentism*

**Tom Villis**  
(Regent’s U, UK)  
villist@regents.ac.uk  
*English National Identity and Religious Minorities Since 1900: New Directions in Research*

**Sabrina Sotiriou**  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
ssotiri026@uottawa.ca  
*The Online/Offline Promotion of National Identities in Scotland*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Emily West**  
(NYU, US)  
eaw301@nyu.edu
PANEL BO1


**CHAIR**
David M. Crowe  
(Elon U, US)  
crowed@elon.edu

**PARTICIPANTS**

Wolfgang Form  
(Philipps-Universität Marburg, Germany)  
form@staff.uni-marburg.de

Thomas Pegelow-Kaplan  
(Davidson College, US)  
thpegeelowkaplan@davidson.edu

Douglas Morris  
(Federal Defenders of New York, US)  
douglas_morris@fd.org

Michael S. Bryant  
(Bryant U, US)  
mbryant@bryant.edu
PANEL BK1
(Mis)Uses Of The Past In Post-Yugoslav Space

CHAIR
Tina Mavrikos-Adamou
(Hofstra U, US)
tinamavadamou@gmail.com

PAPERS
Radina Vucetic
(Belgrade U, Serbia)
rvucetic@gmail.com
(State) Revisionism On TV: The “Ravna Gora” Case Study

Tanja Petrovic
(Research Center, Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Ljubljana)
tanja.petrovic@zrc-sazu.si
Working Brigades From Socialism To Floods:
Rethinking Affective and Voluntary Labor in Post-Yugoslav Societies

Mila Turajlic
(SciencesPo Paris, France)
mila.turajlic@gmail.com
On Parade: Serbia’s Search For Commemorative Iconography
and Ideology in the Case of the Military Parade in 2014

Ljubica Spaskovska
(Exeter U, UK)
l.spaskovska@exeter.ac.uk
From the European Periphery to the Global Arena and Back:
Transformations of Global Citizenship in the Former Yugoslavia

DISCUSSANT
Aida Hozic
(Florida U, US)
hozic@ufl.edu
PANEL BK22

Conflict, Collectivity and the Cultural Politics of (Post-)Socialism

CHAIR
Nadia Kaneva
(US)
nkaneva@du.edu

PAPERS
Danijela Lugarić Vukas
(U of Zagreb, Croatia)
dlugaric@ffzg.hr
The Myth of Lenin during the Thaw:
On the Ambivalence of the Cultural Work of Postmemory

Jana Zorić
(The Graduate Center, CUNY, US)
jana_z@yahoo.com
Performing Resistance through Reggae Music in Serbia

Dijana Jelaca
(St. John’s U, US)
ddj514@gmail.com

James Robertson
(NYU, US)
jrob9782@gmail.com
The Political Economy of Violence in Srdjan Dragojevic’s The Wounds (1998)

DISCUSSANT
Jasmin Mujanovic
(York U, Canada)
jmujanov@yorku.ca
PANEL CE19
The Holocaust: History and Memory

CHAIR
Alti Rodal
(Ukrainian-Jewish Encounter, Canada)
altirodal@gmail.com

PAPERS
Gian Marco Moisé
(U of Bologna, Italy)
gianmarco.moise@studio.unibo.it
Holocaust Denial: The Case of Parma, Italy

Victoria Khiterer
(Millersville U, US)
victoria.khiterer@millersville.edu
Suppressed Memory: Memorialization of the Holocaust in Babi Yar, Ukraine

Ulf Zander
(Lund U, Sweden)
ulf.zander@hist.lu.se
“All I can say is that I saw it, and it is the truth”: Jan Karski, Poland and the Holocaust, 1940–2014

Nadège Ragaru
(Sciences Po Paris, France)
nadegeragaru@sciencespo.fr
Caught Between Competing National Projects? Jews in Bulgarian-occupied Macedonia during World War II

Liviu Carare
(George Baritiu Institute of History, Romania)
lcarare@yahoo.com
Postwar Trials in Romania and in the Ukrainian SSR: The Case of the Czernowitz Ghetto, 1941-1942

DISCUSSANT
Aliza Luft
(U Wisconsin Madison, US)
alizaluft@gmail.com
PANEL EU2

Spirituality and Nationhood in China

CHAIR
Gulnar Kendirbai
(Columbia U, US)
gk2020@columbia.edu

PAPERS
Marie-Eve Reny
(Montreal U, Canada)
marie-eve.reny@umontreal.ca
Explaining Variation in Chinese State Dealings with Religious Groups:
The Falun Gong vs. Protestant House Churches

Tristan Brown
(Columbia U, US)
tgb2108@columbia.edu
The Landscapes of the Lineage:
Kinship Strategies between Geography and Geomancy on a Late Imperial Chinese Frontier

Christopher Elford
(U of Oregon, US)
celford@uoregon.edu
Enlightened Barbarians:
National Studies and the Problem of Buddhism in the History of Chinese Literature

David R. Stroup
(Oklahoma U, US)
david.r.stroup-1@ou.edu
Bridging the Gap between Minzu and Umma:
Islamic Faith and Hui Identity in Contemporary China

DISCUSSANT
Peter Hays Gries
(Oklahoma U, US)
gries@ou.edu
PANEL R3
Factoring Russian Nationalism after the Ukrainian Crisis

CHAIR
Peter Rutland
(Wesleyan U, US)
prutland@wesleyan.edu

PAPERS
Alexander Verkhovsky
(SOVA Center, Russia)
averh@sova-center.ru
The Decline of Radical Russian Ethno-Nationalism in Late Putin Years

Emil Pain
(Higher School of Economics, Russia)
painea@mail.ru
The Emergence of a New, Anti-Imperial Russian Nationalism and the Reasons for its Weakness During the 2014 Ukrainian Crisis

Marlene Laruelle
(George Washington U, US)
laruelle@gwu.edu
Novorossiya, or the Revival of an Imperial Reading of Russia’s Destiny

Regina R. Akopian
(U of Georgia, Tbilisi)
regina.akopian@aol.com
Russia’s Collective Identity and History through the Prism of Novorossiya

DISCUSSANT
Helge Blakkisrud
(NUPI, Norway)
hb@nupi.no
PANEL TK7
Designing a Constitution for Turkey in the 21st Century

CHAIR
Yeşim Bayar
(Concordia U, Canada)
yesim.bayar@concordia.ca

PAPERS
Salim Cevik
(Bilkent U, Turkey)
salimcevik@yahoo.com
Evolution of Turkish Nationalism and Changing Nature of Kurdish Problem

Ayda Erbal
(NYU, US)
ayda@nyu.edu
We the People with Dignity:
Paradigmatic Shift or Conceptual Conservatism in the Draft for a New Turkish Constitution?

Levent Köker
(Atilim U, Turkey)
leventkoker@yahoo.com
Languages of Politics and the Constitution:
Theoretical Implications of the Debate on the Turkish Constitution

DISCUSSANT
Andrew Arato
(New School U, US)
arato@newschool.edu
PANEL U12

Institutions, Elites and Mass Politics

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

Inga Saikkonen
(Åbo Akademi, Finland)
isaikkon@abo.fi
Local Brokers: Subnational Elites and Patronage Politics in Russia

Virginie Lasnier
(McGill U, Canada)
virginie.lasnier@mail.mcgill.ca
Processes of Demobilization: A Comparison Between Russia and Ukraine

Olena Nikolayenko
(Fordham U, US)
onikolayenko@fordham.edu
Mass Perceptions of Electoral Integrity and Voter Turnout in Kyrgyzstan and Ukraine

DISCUSSANT

Stephen Deets
(Babson College, US)
sdeets@babson.edu
PANEL N5
State Building and Ethnic Group Formation

CHAIR
Laia Balcells
(Duke U, US)
laia.balcells@gmail.com

PAPERS
Egbert Jahn
(Mannheim U, Germany)
egbjahn@web.de
Reasons for the Growth of Nation States in the Age of Globalisation

Nicholas Sambanis
(Yale U, US)
nicholas.sambanis@yale.edu
The Occupier’s Dilemma: Foreign-Imposed Nation-Building after Ethnic War

Scott Weiner
(George Washington U, US)
sweiner@gwu.edu
Enduring Authority: Resource Distribution, Kinship, and State Formation in Kuwait

Catherine Roth
(U Paris 2 Panthéon-Assas, France)
cath.roth@hotmail.com
The Nation Between the Lines: A Communication Theory of Nation through Implicit Meanings

DISCUSSANT
Annelle Sheline
(George Washington U, US)
asheline@gwu.edu
PANEL BK5

Twenty Years after Dayton: Is There A Way Out of the Constitutional Quagmire in Bosnia and Herzegovina?

CHAIR
Jelena Dzankic
(European University Institute, Italy)
jelena.dzankic@eui.eu

PAPERS
Soeren Keil
(Canterbury Christ Church U, UK)
soeren.keil@canterbury.ac.uk
The Territorial Dimension of Constitutional Reform in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Valery Perry
(Sarajevo School of Science and Technology, Bosnia)
valeryperry@yahoo.com
Constitutional Reform in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Considering the Arguments for the Status Quo, Incremental or Fundamental Change

Jasmin Mujanovic
(York U, Canada)
jmujanov@yorku.ca
Wither The Polis?: Toward a Participatory Constitutionalism in Bosnia-Herzegovina

Kurt Bassuener
(Democratization Policy Council, Bosnia)
kurtbassuener@yahoo.com
Building a Constituency for Accountable Governance in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Roska Vrgova
(Institute for Research and Social Innovation, Poland)
roskavrgova@gmail.com
Democratic State-Building: The Cases of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Iraq

DISCUSSANT
John Hulsey
(James Madison U, US)
hulseyjw@jmu.edu
PANEL CE4  
*European Institutions, Kin-States, and Minority Mobilization in Central and Eastern Europe*

**CHAIR**
Rita Peters  
(U of Massachusetts, Boston, US)  
rita.peters@umb.edu

**PAPERS**
Myra Waterbury  
(Ohio U, US)  
waterbur@ohio.edu  
*European Institutions and Minority Mobilization in Central and Eastern Europe*

Jennie Schulze  
(Duquesne U, US)  
schulzej@duq.edu  
*Does Russia Matter? Citizenship Policies in Estonia and Latvia*

Gözde Yilmaz  
(Atılım U, Turkey)  
gozde.yilmaz@atilim.edu.tr  
*Europeanization through the European Neighborhood Policy: The Case of Minority Mobilization in Ukraine*

**DISCUSSANT**
Philippe Roseberry  
(Queen’s U, Canada)  
philippe.roseberry@queensu.ca
PANEL CE13
Eurasianist Ideology in the European Union and its Periphery (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Andras Bozóki
(Central European U, Italy)
bozokia@ceu.hu

PARTICIPANTS
Emel Akcali
(Central European U, Italy)
akcalie@ceu.hu
Umut Korkut
(Glasgow Caledonian U, UK)
umut.korkut@gcu.ac.uk
Deciphering Eurasianism in Hungary: Narratives, Networks, and Life-Styles

Giovanni Savino
(Sholokhov Moscow State U for Humanities, Russia)
giovsav@gmail.com
Dugin’s Italian Connections: The Impact of Neo-Eurasianism in Political Scenario

Marlene Laruelle
(George Washington U, US)
laruelle@gwu.edu
French Russophilia: The Myth of Russia among Current French Far Right and Populist Movements

Emre Erşen
(Marmara U, Istanbul)
eersen@marmara.edu.tr
Geopolitical Traditions in Turkey: The Case of Turkish Eurasianism
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PANEL EU4
History Textbooks and Nation-Building in Contemporary Central Asia

CHAIR
Helge Blakkisrud
(Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, Oslo)
hb@nupi.no

PAPERS
Khushbakht Hojiev
(U Bonn, Germany)
khojiev@uni-bonn.de
Framing National-Territorial Delimitation in Central Asia: Implications for Nation-Building in Tajikistan

Farkhod Aminjonov
(Wilfrid Laurier U, Canada)
amin8770@mylaurier.ca
The Construction of Heroes and Villains: School History Textbooks and Nation-Building in Contemporary Uzbekistan

Nuraida Abdykapar kyzy
(Norway Institute of International Affair, Oslo)
nuraida.akn@gmail.com
The Role of Female Heroes in Kyrgyzstan’s Discourse on Symbolic Nation-Building

Nurlan Kabdylkhak
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)
n.kabdylkhak@gmail.com
Re-dividing the Past: Muhammad Shaybani and the Uzbeks in Contemporary History Textbooks in Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan

DISCUSSANT
Marlene Laruelle
(George Washington U, US)
laruelle@gwu.edu
PANEL R12

Russian Science and Innovation in a New Political Environment

CHAIR
Robert Orttung
(George Washington U, US)
robert.orttung@gmail.com

PAPERS
Irina Olimpieva
(Centre for Independent Social Research, Saint-Petersburg, Russia)
irinaolimp@gmail.com
Russian Innovative Entrepreneurship in the Regional Dimension

Irina Dezhina
(Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Moscow Oblast, Russia)
iradezh@gmail.com
Recent Political Considerations for Technological Development in Russia

Irina Antoshchuk
(European U Saint-Petersburg, Russia)
irinantoschyuk@gmail.com
Co-authorship Patterns of Russian Computer Scientists in the United Kingdom: Identifying Diaspora Knowledge Networks

Harley Balzer
(Georgetown U, US)
balzerh@georgetown.edu
Innovation in Russian and China Compared

DISCUSSANT
Riitta Kosonen
(Aalto U, Finland)
riitta.kosonen@aalto.fi
PANEL TK8

Elites, Communities, and the Prospects for Peace in Cyprus

CHAIR
Ilke Denizli
(SIPA, Columbia U, US)
zid2000@columbia.edu

PAPERS

Tufan Ekici
(Middle East Technical U, Northern Cyprus Campus)
tufanekici@gmail.com
Religious Prejudice in Cyprus: Are Cypriots Ready for a Solution?

Pınar Erkem Gülboy
(Istanbul U, Turkey)
pinarerkem@gmail.com
Ethnic Nationalisms in Cyprus and the Fall of the 1960 Republic

Zeliha Khashman
(Near East U, Northern Cyprus)
zelihakhashman@gmail.com
Whither Ripeness Theory in the Cyprus Conflict?

DISCUSSANT
Levent Köker
(Atilim U, Turkey)
leventkoker@yahoo.com
PANEL U5
*The War in Donbas*

**CHAIR**
**Berel Rodal**
(Ukrainian Jewish Encounter, Canada)
rodal@imti.com

**PAPERS**
**Yuri M. Zhukov**
(U of Michigan, US)
zhukov@umich.edu
*T*rad*ing Hard Hats for Combat Helmets: The Economics of Rebellion in East Ukraine*

**Jesse Driscoll**
(U California San Diego, US)
jdriscoll@ucsd.edu
*Social Media, Contested Histories, and Contentious Action in the Russia-Ukraine War*

**Dominique Arel**
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
darel@uottawa.ca
*The War Against Civilians in Donbas*

**DISCUSSANT**
**Alina Polyakova**
(Atlantic Council, DC, US)
apolyakova@atlanticcouncil.org
PANEL M3

Diaspora Engagement and Return Politics

CHAIR
Shayna Plaut
(U of British Columbia, Canada)
shayna.plaut@gmail.com

PAPERS

Szabolcs Pogonyi
(Central European U, Hungary)
pogonyi@ceu.hu
Diaspora as a Symbolic Resource in Hungary

Ezter Herner-Kovacs
(Pázmány Péter Catholic U, Hungary)
herner.kovacs.eszter@gmail.com
Engaging Young Hungarian Americans through Birthright Journey:
Perspectives of Hungary’s New Diaspora Politics

Svetluša Surova
(Comenius U, Slovakia)
svetlusasurova@gmail.com
Diaspora as a Challenging Factor for Nation States:
The Case of Slovakia and the Slovak Diaspora in Serbia

Bat-Zion Eraqi-Klorman
(Open U, Israel)
bater@openu.ac.il
The Politics of Memory Shaping Yemeni Jewish Historiography in 20th Century Palestine

DISCUSSANT
Francesca Strumia
(U of Sheffield, UK)
f.strumia@sheffield.ac.uk
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PANEL N6
Nationalism in Spain

CHAIR
Elga Castro
(New School U, US)  elguilla@gmail.com

PAPERS
Laia Balcells
(Duke U, US)
laia.balcells@gmail.com
Identity, Redistribution, and Secession: Experimental Evidence from Catalonia

Ahsan Butt
(Harvard U, US)
abutt1@hks.harvard.edu
More Than a Club:
FC Barcelona and Catalan Secessionism in 21st Century Spain

Jaume Castan Pinos
(U of Southern Danemark, Sonderborg)
jaume@sam.sdu.dk
The Kosovo Inspiration:
The Significance of the Former Serbian Province for the Catalan Case

Bilgen Sütçüoğlu Karakuş
Ebru İliter Akarçay
(Yeditepe U, Turkey)
bilgen.sutcuoglu@yeditepe.edu.tr
eiakarcay@yeditepe.edu.tr
An Asset or a Liability?:
Regionalism and the Search for Justice and Truth in Spain

Zoran Oklopcic
(Carleton U, Canada)
zoran.oklopcic@carleton.ca
The Limits of Responsiveness: Catalanian Dret a Decidir
Between Popular Constitutionalism and the Right to Self-Determination

DISCUSSANT
Pellumb Kelmendi
(Brown U, US)
pellumb_kelmendi@brown.edu
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PANEL N13
Ethnic and Nationalist Mobilization, Inclusion and Exclusion

CHAIR
Philipp Casula
(U of Zurich, Switzerland)
philipp.casula@hist.uzh.ch

PAPERS
Durukan Kuzu
(Coventry U, UK)
ab8279@coventry.ac.uk
Comparative Analysis of Political Systems and Ethnic Mobilization: Assimilation vs. Exclusion

Radim Marada
(Masaryk U, Czech Republic)
marada@fss.muni.cz
Limits to Inclusion in Multicultural Education

Elizabeth Pertner
(George Washington U, US)
ebpertner@gwu.edu
Mothers and Citizens: Processes of Change in Jus Sanguinis Laws

John Coakley
(Queen’s U, Belfast UK)
john.coakley@ucd.ie
Centre, Periphery and the Path of Nationalist Mobilization

DISCUSSANT
Connie Robinson
(Central Washington U, US)
crobinson@cwu.edu
PANEL BO10

Book Panel on Michael Hechter’s Alien Rule
(Cambridge, 2013)

CHAIR
David Siroky
(Arizona State U, US)
david.siroky@asu.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Nicholas Sambanis
(Yale U, US)
nicholas.sambanis@yale.edu

Henry Hale
(George Washington U, US)
hhale@gwu.edu

Jack Snyder
(Columbia U, US)
jls6@columbia.edu

Michael Hechter
(Arizona State U, US)
michael.hechter@asu.edu
PANEL BK18
Football and Identity Construction

CHAIR
Ilke Denizli
(SIPA, Columbia U, US)
zid2000@columbia.edu

PAPERS
Armina Galijaš
(Graz U, Austria)
armina.galijas@uni-graz.at
Football as a Political Passion

Hrvoje Paic
(Graz U, Austria) h.paic@uni-graz.at

Mario Stanic
(Independent Researcher, Croatia) Dragamario@hotmail.com
The Rules of Football: Inside-Out Perspectives

Enika Abazi
(European U, Albania) enika_abazi@yahoo.com

Albert Doja
(U of Lille, France) albert.doja@univ-lille1.fr
The Politics of Pride and Prejudice: Hooliganism, Nationalism and Racism in a Football Match Between Serbia and Albania

Filiz Coban
(Canakkale Onsekiz Mart U, Turkey)
filizzcoban@gmail.com
National Belonging and Sport: The Discursive Construction of German-Turkish Footballer Mesut Özil’s Identity in Turkish Social Media

Ekaterina Gloriozova
(U Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium)
eglorioz@ulb.ac.be
From Support to Rejection: Nationalism and Ethnic Categorisation within Russian Football Fandom

DISCUSSANT
Elga Castro
(New School U, US) elguilla@gmail.com
PANEL CE5

Europeanization and Minority Mobilization in Central and Eastern Europe

CHAIR
Jennie Schulze
(Duquesne U, US)
schulzej@duq.edu

PAPERS
Peter Vermeersch
(KU Leuven, Belgium)
peter.vermeersch@kuleuven.be
Ways of Dealing with Europe:
EU Integration and the Dynamics of Romani Mobilization

Licia Cianetti
(U College London, UK)
l.cianetti@ucl.ac.uk
Ryo Nakai
(Rikkyo U, Japan)
nakai@rikkyo.ac.jp
The Use of International Organization as a Political Tool by Minorities:
A Case of the Russian Minority in Estonia and Latvia

Zsuzsa Csergo
(Queen’s U, Canada)
csergo@queensu.ca
Europeanization and Ethnic Minority Mobilization in New Member States

DISCUSSANT
Szabolcs Pogonyi
(Central European U, Budapest, Hungary)
pogonyi@ceu.hu
PANEL CE21  
Religion and Politics in 20th Century Romania

CHAIR  
TBA

PAPERS
Peter Dan  
(Long Island U, US)  
peterdan13@hotmail.com  
Evil in Familiar Forms: Antisemitism, Racism, Totalitarianism

Mihai Chioveanu  
(U of Bucharest, Romania)  
mihai_chiov@yahoo.co.uk  
The Cherubim of a Modern Political Apocalypse.  
The Ultra-Nationalist Mysticism of the “Legion of the Archangel Michael”

Felicia Waldman  
(U of Bucharest, Romania)  
fwaldman@gmail.com  
Jewish Religious Leadership in Times of Crisis:  
Chief Rabbi Alexander Safran and Rabbi Moshe Weinberger Carmilly

DISCUSSANT
Adrian Cioflanca  
(Xenopol Institute of History, Romania)  
adriancioflanca@gmail.com
PANEL EU3
Rising Powers and Post-Western IR in Central Asia

CHAIR
Catherine Owen
(Exeter U, UK)
camo201@exeter.ac.uk

PAPERS
John Heathershaw
(U of Exeter, UK)
j.d.heathershaw@exeter.ac.uk
The Myth of “Rising Powers” and the Prospects for Post-Western IR in Central Asia

David Lewis
(U of Exeter, UK)
d.lewis@exeter.ac.uk
Russia and the Liberal Peace: Its Impact in Central Asia

Alexander Cooley
(Barnard College, US)
acooley@barnard.edu
Who Will Tend the Eurasian Garden? Russia, China and the Dynamics of Regional Integration and International Order

DISCUSSANT
Stephanie Ortman
(Sussex U, UK)
S.Ortmann@sussex.ac.uk
PANEL TK2

*Legal Practices and the Question of National Belonging in Turkey*

**CHAIR**

Ceren Belge  
(Concordia U, Canada)  
ceren.belge@concordia.ca

**PAPERS**

Onur Bakiner  
(Seattle U, US)  
bakinero@seattleu.edu  
*Turkey’s Judiciary during the Kurdish Conflict*

Yeşim Bayar  
(Concordia U, Canada)  
yesim.bayar@concordia.ca  
*Constitutions, Nations and Nationalism: The Turkish Case*

Senem Kaptan  
(Rutgers U, US)  
skaptan@rutgers.edu  
*This Is Not the Soldier You Know*:  
*Remaking Military Lives Through Coup Plots*

Ceren Ozgul  
(U of Michigan, US)  
cozgul@umich.edu  
*Activism and Expertise: Lawyers as Activist Citizens in Turkey*

**DISCUSSANT**

Serra Hakyemez  
(Johns Hopkins U, US)  
shakyem1@jhu.edu
PANEL R8

Conservatism and the Russian Far Right

CHAIR
Stephen Deets
(Babson College, US)
sdeets@babson.edu

PAPERS
Sofia Tipaldou
(Autonomous U of Barcelona, Spain)
sofia.tipaldou@uab.cat
Russia’s Radical Right: the Shifting Politics of Right-Wing Contention in Post-Communist Transition

Peter Kreko
(Political Capital Institute, Budapest, Hungary)
krekopeter@hotmail.com
Boris Bruk
(Institute of Modern Russia, NY, US)
bb@imrussia.org
The Path to Influence: Exploring the Kremlin’s Connections in the European Institutions

Ronan Evain
(U Paris VIII U, France)
ronan.evain@gmail.com
“‘The Last Christian Fortress’": Perception of Russian Family Policy among European Ultra-Conservatives—The Case of France

DISCUSSANT
Philipp Casula
(U of Zurich, Switzerland)
philipp.casula@hist.uzh.ch
PANEL U1

Dynamics of Ukrainian Politics: Identity, Protest, Elections, and Foreign Policy under Crisis and War

CHAIR
Timothy Frye
(Columbia U, US)
tmf2@columbia.edu

PAPERS
Henry Hale
(George Washington U, US)
hhale@gwu.edu

Timothy Colton
(Harvard U, US)
tcolton@fas.harvard.edu
Electing Poroshenko: Voting in Ukraine’s 2014 Presidential Election

Olga Onuch
(Manchester U, UK)
olga.onuch@manchester.ac.uk
The Real Revolution in 2014 Ukraine: Protest and Elections in the Regions

Nadiya Kravets
(Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, US)
nkravets@fas.harvard.edu
Public Perceptions of Security during the Ukraine-Russia Conflict

Grigore Pop-Eleches
(Princeton U, US)
gpop@princeton.edu
Title TBA

DISCUSSANT
Joshua Tucker
(NYU, US)
joshua.tucker@nyu.edu
PANEL N11

Conflict, Identity, and Memory

CHAIR
Mila Dragojevic
(U of the South, Sewanee, US)
midragoj@sewanee.edu

PAPERS

Volkane Seysane
(Istanbul U, Turkey)
v.seysane@alumni.lse.ac.uk
International Influence and Truth & Reconciliation Commissions

Robin Ostow
(Wilfrid Laurier U, Canada)
robinostow@hotmail.com
Human Rights in National Museums: The Canadian Human Rights Museum and the Museo de la Memoria y los Derechos Humanos

Kazuya Fukuoka
(Saint Joseph’s U, US)
kfukuoka@sju.edu
Memory, Nation, and Others: A Study of Apology Fatigue in Japan

Maria Krause
(Queen’s U, Canada)
maria.krause@queensu.ca
Building A National Identity in Rwanda: The Consequences of De-Ethnicization in Ingando Solidarity Camps

DISCUSSANT
Adas Haron
(Columbia U, US)
ha2284@columbia.edu
PANEL BO12
Book Panel on David Marples’ Our Glorious Past: Lukashenka’s Belarus and the Great Patriotic War (Columbia 2014)

CHAIR
Tatsiana Kulakevich
(Rutgers U, US)
tatsianakulakevich@gmail.com

PARTICIPANTS
Thomas E. Bird
(Queens College CUNY, US)
thomas.bird@qc.cuny.edu

George Soroka
(Harvard U, US)
soroka@fas.harvard.edu

Margarita Balmaceda
(Harvard U, US)
balmaced@fas.harvard.edu

David Marples
(U of Alberta, Canada)
dmarples@ualberta.ca
PANEL N12
Political Transformations, Identities, Gender and Security in the Middle East And North Africa

CHAIR
Katherine Harbord
(Liverpool Johns Moore U, UK)
k.a.harbord@ljmu.ac.uk

PAPERS
Christian Haerpfer
(King’s College, UK)
c.w.haerpfer@abdn.ac.uk

Kseniya Kizilova
(Aberdeen U, UK)
kseniya.kizilova@abdn.ac.uk
National Identity and Political Transformations in the Middle East

Bi Puranen
Irina Vartanova
(Institute for Future Studies, Sweden)
bi@bikupan.se
iridiva.net@gmail.com
Values and Norm Changes in the MENA Region: Gender-Related Issues as Change Agents

Juan Diez-Nicolas
(U Europea de Madrid, Spain)
100613.2721@compuserve.com
Perception of Security in the MENA region

Annelle Sheline
(George Washington U, US)
asheline@gwu.edu
Religious Nationalism: The Unintended Effects of State Promotion of an Islamic National Identity

DISCUSSANT
Fares Braizat
(Office of His Majesty Royal Hashemite Court Amman, Jordan)
fbraizat@rhc.jo
PANEL BO6

A Conversation with Robert Donia on Radovan Karadzic: Architect of the Bosnian Genocide
(Cambridge, 2014)

CHAIR
Aida Hozic
(Florida U, US)
hozic@ufl.edu

AUTHOR
Robert Donia
(Independent Scholar, San Diego, US)
rdonia@gmail.com
PANEL SE2
*The Greece-Europe Crisis: End of the Road or Turning Point? (Roundtable)*

**CHAIR**
Elektra Kostopoulou  
(NYU, US)  
ek1819@nyu.edu

**PARTICIPANTS**
Stathis Gourgouris  
(Columbia U, US)  
ssg93@columbia.edu

Katherine Fleming  
(NYU, US)  
kef1@nyu.edu

Aristotelis Tziampiris  
(U of Piraeus, Greece)  
atziampiris@gmail.com

Harris Mylonas  
(George Washington U, US)  
mylonas@gwu.edu
PANEL BK14
The Status of Minorities in the Balkans

CHAIR
Mirza Redzic
(U of Vienna, Austria)
a1349079@unet.univie.ac.at

PAPERS
Petra Roter
Zlatko Sabic
(Ljubljana U, Slovenia)
petra.roter@fdv.uni-lj.si
zlatko.sabic@guest.arnes.si
Transnational Ethnic Alliances and Foreign Policy in the Post-Yugoslav Space

Vanni D’Alessio
(Sweet Briar College, VA, US)
vannidalessio@gmail.com
Italian Schoolchildren and Teachers in Yugoslav and Croatian Rijeka: Integration, Assimilation, Ethnic Resistance

Haris Dajc
(U of Belgrade, Serbia)
brassails@gmail.com
The Legal and Material Position of Jews in Contemporary Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia

Mirza Redzic
(U of Vienna, Austria)
a1349079@unet.univie.ac.at
From Past Dominance to Political Discrimination: Ethnic Austrians in Bosnia and Herzegovina—Is Europeanization Their Chance?

Áron Léphaft
(Pécs U, Hungary) lephafta@gmail.com
Csaba Máthé Sarnyai
(Károli Gáspár U, Hungary) sarnyai.csaba.mate@gmail.com
The Relationship Between Ethnopolitics and Minority Institutions in the Case of the Vojvodina Hungarians

DISCUSSANT
Julija Sardelic
(European U Institute, Italy)
julija.sardelic@eui.eu
PANEL BK19
*World War II in Southeastern Europe*

**CHAIR**
TBA

**PAPERS**

**Artan Hoxa**
(U of Pittsburgh, US)
arh99@pitt.edu
*Strange Allies! Albania, Bulgaria and the Issue of the Muslims of Macedonia during World War II*

**Vladimir Unkovski-Korica**
(Higher School of Economics, Russia)
vunkovski@hse.ru
*The Sacrificed Republic? Vojvodina, World War II, And the National Question in Yugoslavia*

**Haris Avdic Pejicic**
(U of Bologna, Italy)
haris.avdicpejicic@studio.unibo.it
*Pro Aris et Focis: The Roman Catholic Church and the Independent State of Croatia*

**Mila Dragojevic**
(U of the South, Sewanee, US)
midragoj@sewanee.edu
*Memories and Interpretations of World War II Political Violence in 1990s Croatia*

**Jelena Dureinovic**
(Justus Liebig U, Germany)
Jelena.Dureinovic@gcsc.uni-giessen.de
*Legislation in the Service of History Politics on World War II in Post-2000 Serbia: The Legal Rehabilitation of Dragoljub Mihailovic*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Nadine Akhund**
(Institute for International Relations and European Civilizations, France)
nadine.akhund@gmail.com
PANEL CE9
Minority Inclusion and Exclusion: The Case of the Roma

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

**Raluca Mateoc**
(U of Fribourg, Switzerland)
ralucaanamaria.mateoc@unifr.ch
*Religion, Work and Family Relations: Self-Identifications within some Romanian Rural Roma groups*

**Lidia Balogh**
(Centre for Social Sciences, Budapest, Hungary)
lidia.balogh@gmail.com
*The “Freedom vs. Dignity” Debate Regarding the Media Representation of Minorities in the Context of the Current Media Legislation in Hungary*

**András L Pap**
(Institute for Legal Studies, Hungary)
papa@ceu.hu
*Using Data Protection as a Tool for Ethnic Discrimination and Over- and Underpolicing the Roma: The Case of Hungary*

DISCUSSANT

**Ethel Brooks**
(Rutgers U, US)
ebrooks@rci.rutgers.edu
PANEL CE16
Nationalist Projects, Representations, and Propaganda

CHAIR
Brendan Karch
(Louisiana State U, US)
bkarch@lsu.edu

PAPERS
Mark Moll
(Indiana U, US)
mdmoll@indiana.edu
Maurice Reinhold von Stern:
Socialism in Verse, Nationalism in Style (Late 19th Century)

Bruno Kaminski
(European U Institute, Italy)
bruno.kaminski@eui.eu
The German Hydra is Coming Back to Life’. The National Aspect
of the Communist Propaganda Fear Management Strategy in Postwar Poland (1945-1947)

Jordan T. Kuck
(U of Tennessee, US)
jkuck@vols.utk.edu
“Victory Clearing,” the Karlis Ulmanis Regime, and Latvian National Identity

Adriana Stefanel
(U of Bucharest, Romania)
adriana.stefanel@fisc.ro
New Media, Old Nationalism?
Nationalist Mythology in the Romanian 2.0 Public Sphere

DISCUSSANT
Nameeta Mathur
(Saginaw Valley State U, US)
mathur@svsu.edu
PANEL CE18
Émigrés, Diasporas

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

Alena K. Alamgir
(Newberry College, US)
akalamgir@gmail.com
Between the Shop Floor and the Courtroom:
Vietnamese Workers and the Czechoslovak Criminal Justice System in the 1980s

Martynas Petrikas
(Vytautas Magnus U, Lithuania)
m.petrikas@mf.vdu.lt
Don’t Go West:
Emigrants, Emigration and the Politics of National Theatre of Lithuania

Siobhan Doucette
(Independent Reasercher, Jamaica)
siobhandoucette@hotmail.com
Polish-Ukrainian Relations through the Lens of Post-War Polish Émigré
and Independent Publishing

Ieva Zake
(The College of New Jersey, US)
zakei@tcnj.edu
Relations between Nixon and Ford Presidencies and
Central/Eastern European Diaspora and White Ethnics

DISCUSSANT
Michelle O’Brien
(U of Washington, US)
shannml@uw.edu
PANEL EU6
Social Change and the State in Central Asia

CHAIR
Emilbek Dzhuraev
(American U of Central Asia, Kyrgyzstan)
dzhuraev_e@mail.auca.kg

PAPERS
Don Van Atta
(U of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, US)
donvanatta@earthlink.net
Is there Rural Life after Cotton?
The Search for a New Agricultural Growth Model in Tajikistan since 2007

David Siegel
(The Graduate Center, CUNY, US)
dsiegel@gc.cuny.edu
The Role of Cadre Appointment in the Centralization of State Control:
Soviet and Post-Soviet Contexts in Central Asia

DISCUSSANT
Nicola Contessi
(Columbia U, US)
c2592@columbia.edu
PANEL TK5
*Intersections of Gender and Family with National and Religious Identity*

**CHAIR**
Serra Hakyemez  
(Johns Hopkins U, US)  
shakyem1@jhu.edu

**PAPERS**

**Ayse Betul Celik**  
(Sabanci U, Turkey)  
bcelik@sabanciuniv.edu  
*Gendered Aspects of Conflict and Post-Conflict Processes: Kurdish Women IDPs and Reconciliation with the Turkish State*

**Gökcen B. Dinc**  
(Humboldt U, Germany)  
gokcenbdinc@gmail.com  
*Constructing a Masculine, National Islam: Gender and Superstitions in Turkish Modernity*

**Pinar Dokumaci**  
(U of Toronto, Canada)  
pinar.dokumaci@utoronto.ca  
*An Alternative Quest for Feminist Subjectivity and Political Piety in Turkey: Pious Feminist Perceptions on Autonomy and Choice*

**Melis Sulos**  
(Graduate Center, CUNY, US)  
msulos@gc.cuny.edu  
*Whose Child is the Orphan? World War 1, Orphanhood and Nationalism the Late Ottoman Empire and Early Republican Turkey*

**Bihter Tomen**  
(Southern Illinois U, US)  
bhter@siu.edu  
*Women’s Rights in Turkey: The Case of Kader*

**DISCUSSANT**
Berna Turam  
(Northeastern U, US)  
b.turam@neu.edu
PANEL R16
Soviet/Russian Political Economy

CHAIR
Isabelle Fortin
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
ifort059@uottawa.ca

PAPERS
Tomasz Blusiewicz
(Harvard U, US)
blusiewicz@fas.harvard.edu
*How the Baltic Sea Ports Helped to Dislodge the Iron Curtain: A Comparative Study of Capital Mobility in the GDR, Poland and the Kaliningrad Oblast*

Oleksandra Seliverstova
(U of Tallinn, Estonia)
alekseli@tlu.ee
*National Identity in the Context of Post-Soviet Consumption*

Marc Berenson
(King’s College London, UK)
marc.berenson@kcl.ac.uk
*Taxes and Trust: Transitioning from Coercion to Compliance in Poland, Russia and Ukraine*

Gulnaz Sharafutdinova
(King’s College London, UK)
gulnaz@gwmail.gwu.edu
*Institutional Arbitrage and Property Rights in Russia: A Story of Oligarchs in London that North And Olson Have Missed*

Thomas Rotnem
(Kennesaw State U, US)
trotnem@spsu.edu
*Great Power Myths and Putin’s Arctic Strategy: A Policy of Political and Economic Survival*

DISCUSSANT
Dinissa Duvanova
(Lehigh U, US)
did214@lehigh.edu
PANEL U10
Mass Repression in 1930s Ukraine

CHAIR
Joseph Livesey
(NYU, US)
jfl322@nyu.edu

PAPERS
Natalia Khanenko Friesen
(U of Saskatchewan, Canada)
natalia.khanenkofriesen@gmail.com
Reviving the Project Oral History of Ukrainian Village Culture of the 1920-30s: Building the Tool for the Sustenance of Social Memory on Forced Collectivization in Ukraine

Daria Mattingly
(U of Cambridge, UK)
dm628@cam.ac.uk
Idle, Drunk and Good For Nothing:
The Cultural Memory of Holodomor Rank-and-File Perpetrators

Kathleen Hiatt
(Indiana U Bloomington, US)
kmhiatt@indiana.edu
Paranoia, Priests, and Politics: The Repression of Soviet Ukrainian Religious Figures through the Prism of Perceived Nationalism and Political (Dis)loyalty, 1932-1948

DISCUSSANT
Jared McBride
(Columbia U, US)
jaredhw61@gmail.com
PANEL U13

Non-Discrimination and Ethnic Minorities in Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine: a New Public Agenda

CHAIR
Tove H. Maloy
(European Centre for Minority Issues [ECMI], Germany)
malloy@ecmi.de

PAPERS
Aliona Grossu
(Center for Ethnic Integration of the Republic of Moldova)
grossualiona@gmail.com
Non-Discrimination and Ethnic Minorities in Moldova

Yulia Tyshchenko
(Ukrainian Centre of Independent Political Research, Kyiv, Ukraine)
tyjulia@gmail.com
Ethnic Minority Rights and Issues of Countering Discrimination

Hanna Vasilevich
(European Centre for Minority Issues [ECMI], Germany)
vasevich@ecmi.de
Official Bilingualism in Belarus: A Non-Discriminatory Discrimination?

DISCUSSANT
Alexander Osipov
(European Centre for Minority Issues [ECMI], Germany)
osipov@ecmi.de
PANEL M2
Transnationalism

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Erdem Dikici
(Bristol U, UK)
ed0407@bris.ac.uk
*Civic Integration Policies and Transnationalism: Rethinking the Concepts of Integration, the Nation-State and the Nation in Western Europe*

Sarah Garding
(Nuffield College, UK)
sgarding@gmail.com
*Political Remittances in Times of Crisis: Croatian and Ukrainian Migrant Mobilization*

Sara Bernard
(Regensburg U, Germany)
bernard.sara29@gmail.com
*Developing Transnational Paths to Exit the Yugoslav Crises: The Alp-Adriatic Working Community and the Slovene Diaspora*

DISCUSSANT
Elizabeth Pertner
(George Washington U, US)
ebpertner@gwu.edu
PANEL N4
Ethnicity, Territory, and Politics in Europe

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Edina Szöcsik
(Konstanz U, Germany)
edina.szoecsik@uni-konstanz.de
*Cultural and Territorial Autonomy in Party Competition in Europe*

Sherrill Stroschein
(U College London, UK)
s.stroschein@ucl.ac.uk
*Politics in Ethnic Enclaves*

Oxana Shevel
(Tufts U, US)
Oxana.shevel@tufts.edu
*Ethnic Citizenship and its Absence in the Post-Soviet Region*

DISCUSSANT
Lynn M. Tesser
(Marine Corps U, US)
lmtesser@gmail.com
PANEL N14

Nationalism and Liberalism: Do they Fit? Theory Revisited

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

Aviad Rubin
(Haifa U, Israel)
aviadrubin@poli.haifa.ac.il
Cultural Nationalism and Liberal Values: An Elusive Synthesis

Tina Magazzini
(Deusto U, Spain)
tina.magazzini@deusto.es
The Democratic Deficit of the Nation-State Model:
Theoretical Wrinkles and Possible Re-Conceptualizations

Alberto Spektorowski
(Tel Aviv U, Israel)
albertos@post.tau.ac.il
Liberal-Nationalism Inclusiveness. Jews and Muslims as the Ultimate ‘Other’

Uriel Abulof
(Princeton U, US)
uabulof@princeton.edu
The Confused Compass: Liberalism and National Self-Determination

DISCUSSANT
Russell Hardin
(NYU, US)
russell.hardin@nyu.edu
PANEL BO3

*Book Panel on Sabine Dullin’s* La frontière épaisse: Aux origines des politiques soviétiques (*Éditions de l’EHESS, 2014*)

**CHAIR**
Dominique Arel  
(U Ottawa, Canada)  
darel@uottawa.ca

**PARTICIPANTS**
Tarik Cyril Amar  
(Columbia U, US)  
tca2109@columbia.edu

Terry Martin  
(Harvard U, US)  
martin11@fas.harvard.edu

Jane Burbank  
(NYU, US)  
jane.burbank@nyu.edu

Sabine Dullin  
(U de Lille 3, France)  
sabine.dullin@univ-lille3.fr
PANEL BK6
Constitutional Reform, Party Politics And Policy Performance in Bosnia

CHAIR
Soeren Keil
(Canterbury Christ Church U, UK)
soeren.keil@canterbury.ac.uk

PAPERS
Jelena Dzankic
(European University Institute, Italy)
jelena.dzankic@eui.eu
The Politics of Inclusion and Exclusion: Citizenship and Voting Rights in Bosnia

John Hulsey
(George Mason U, US)
hulseyjw@jmu.edu
Behavioral Implications of Constitutional Change in Bosnia

Aleksandra Zdeb
(Jagiellonian U, Poland)
aleksandra.zdeb@uj.edu.pl
Facing an Institutional Change in Mostar: A Litmus Test for Bosnia

DISCUSSANT
Valery Perry
(Sarajevo School of Science and Technology, Bosnia)
valeryperry@yahoo.com
PANEL BK21
*Faith Communities: Fostering Civil Society in Post-Conflict Bosnia, Croatia, and Kosovo*

**CHAIR**
Tina Mavrikos-Adamou  
(Hofstra U, US)  
tinamavadamou@gmail.com

**PAPERS**

Zilka Spahic-Sijak  
(Stanford U, US)  
zilkas@hotmail.com  
*Believers and Peace and Development: Bridging the Secular-Religious Divide in Bosnia*

Cynthia Simmons  
(Boston College, US)  
simmonsc@bc.edu  
*Franciscans Building Civil Society in Bosnia and Croatia: One Step Forward, One Step Back*

Francine Friedman  
(Ball State U, US)  
fsfriedman@hotmail.com  
*Fostering Civil Society in Post-Conflict Bosnia: The Role of the Bosnian Jewish Community*

Anika Bishka  
(U of Illinois Chicago, US)  
abishk2@uic.edu  
*Subverted Identities: Reflections on Islamic Identity in Kosovo*

**DISCUSSANT**
Robert Donia  
(Independent Scholar, San Diego, US)  
rdonia@gmail.com
PANEL CE8
History, Memory, and the Media

CHAIR
Alexander Vari
(Marywood U, US)
vari@maryu.marywood.edu

PAPERS
Eszter Polonyi
(Columbia U, US)
ep2038@columbia.edu
Story of a Commune: 1919 and the Sunday Circle

Shawn Clybor
(Charles U, US)
shawn.clybor@gmail.com
Czechoslovakia 38-89:
History and Memory in an Educational Video Game on Contemporary History

Darina Majernikova
(Ludwig-Maximilians-U München, Germany)
darina.majernikova@gmail.com
“Unmasking the Myth of American Freedom and Democracy”:
Representations of the US in Czechoslovak Media in the Stalinist Period

Tamas Scheibner
(ELTE Budapest, Hungary)
scheibner.tamas@btk.elte.hu
How Soviet was the Hungarian New Man?

DISCUSSANT
Nadège Ragaru
(Sciences Po Paris, France)
nadege.ragaru@sciencespo.fr
PANEL EU1

*Engineering Identity: Multiple Wives, Multiple Dams and Multinationals in Central Asia*

**CHAIR**

**Brent Hierman**  
(Virginia Military Institute, US)  
hiermanbd@vmi.edu

**PAPERS**

**Michele E. Commercio**  
(U of Vermont, US)  
michele.commercio@uvm.edu

*The Relationship Between the Rise of Polygyny and Kyrgyz Nationalism*

**Eric McGlinchey**  
(George Mason U, US)  
emcglinc@gmu.edu

*Ethnicity, Nationalism, and International Investment Disputes in Uzbekistan*

**Amanda Wooden**  
(Bucknell U, US)  
amanda.wooden@bucknell.edu

*Glaciers, Dams, and Nationalisms in Kyrgyzstan*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Lawrence Markowitz**  
(Rowan U, US)  
markowitzL@rowan.edu
PANEL K3

Asserting Authority in Contested Space: Russia and the North Caucasus

CHAIR

Benedikt Harzl
(U of Graz, Austria)
benedikt.harzl@uni-graz.at

PAPERS

Dominik Gutmeyr
(Graz U, Austria)
dominik.gutmeyr@uni-graz.at
Imperial Ethnography and Pre-National Stereotypes: A Scientific Contribution to Russia’s Conquest of the North Caucasus

Emil Souleimanov
(Charles U, Czech Republic)
arslanlik@yahoo.com
Forging a Counterinsurgency: Moscow’s Policies of Chechenization and Beyond

Tomáš Šmíd
(Masaryk U, Czech Republic)
tom.smid79@gmail.com
Kadyrovtsy-Russian Coin Strategy and Wars of Paramilitary Clans

DISCUSSANT

Laurent Vinatier
(Thomas More Institute, France)
l.vinatier@institut-thomas-more.org
PANEL R1

Russian Civilizationalism: Ontological Difference, Alternative to the West, or (Geo)Political Strategy?

CHAIR
Ammon Cheskin
(Glasgow U, UK)
ammon.cheskin@glasgow.ac.uk

PAPERS
Stephanie Ortmann
(U of Sussex, UK)
s.ortmann@sussex.ac.uk
Producing Multipolarity? Russian Claims to Great Power Status and the Subversion of a Western-Centric Normative Order

Catherine Owen
(U of Exeter, UK)
camo201@exeter.ac.uk
A Genealogy of Discourses of Kontrol’ in Russia 1917-2014: From Leninist to Neoliberal Governance

Paul Richardson
(U of Manchester, UK)
paul.richardson-3@manchester.ac.uk
The Eurasian Union: Reconceptualising Borders in Post-Soviet Space

DISCUSSANT
David Lewis
(U of Exeter, UK)
d.lewis@exeter.ac.uk
PANEL R15
Orthodox Identity in the Age of the Internet

CHAIR
Rebecca Dalton
(Columbia U, US)
rld2130@columbia.edu

PAPERS
Fabian Heffermehl
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
fabian.heffermehl@ucrs.uu.se
NSA and the Icon: Internet Surveillance as an Example of Media Transformation

Mikhail Suslov
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
mikhail.suslov@ucrs.uu.se
“The Medium of Demonic Energies”:
The Russian Orthodox Church in the Digital Environment

Hanna Staehle
(U of Passau, Germany)
hanna.staehle@gmail.com
Between Homophobia and the Gay Lobby:
The Russian Orthodox Church and its Relationship to Homosexuality in Online Discussions

Ekaterina Grishaeva
(Ural Federal U, Ekaterinburg, Russia)
katherina.grishaeva@gmail.com
The Heretical Virtual Movement in Russian LiveJournal: Between Orthodoxy and Politics

DISCUSSANT
Kelsey Davis
(Harriman Institute, Columbia U, US)
kd2476@columbia.edu
PANEL TK1

The Dynamics of the Kurdish Question in Turkey and the Middle East (Roundtable)

CHAIR
TBA

PARTICIPANTS

Sener Akturk
(Koc University, Turkey)
sakturk@ku.edu.tr
The Causes, Consequences, and Limits of Turkey’s Kurdish Opening

Mucahit Bilici
(CUNY John Jay College, US)
mucahitbilici@gmail.com
Religion and Its Abuses in the Kurdish Peace Process

Aliza Marcus
(Independent Researcher, DC, US)
alizamarcus@yahoo.com
PKK Politics: The Making of a Kurdish State

Murat Somer
(Koc U, Turkey)
musomer@ku.edu.tr
The Kurdish-Turkish Question: Return to Point Zero

Gunes Murat Tezcur
(Loyola U, US)
gtezcur@luc.edu
The Question of Kurdistan
PANEL U6
Regional and National Identity

CHAIR
Yuval Feinstein
(U of Haifa, Israel)
yuval@soc.haifa.ac.il

PAPERS
Zbigniew Wojnowski
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)
zbigniew.wojnowski@nu.edu.kz
What is Eastern Ukraine?: Identity Politics in the Russian-Ukrainian Borderlands after the Death of Stalin

Jane L. Curry
(Santa Clara U, US)
jcurry@scu.edu
The Other Ukraine: The Orange Revolution from the Perspective of Donetsk

Elise Giuliano
(Columbia U, US)
Eg599@columbia.edu
The Social Bases of Support for Self-Determination in East Ukraine

Oksana Malanchuk
(U of Michigan, US)
oksana@umich.edu
Regionalism, Identity and Ideology in Ukraine

DISCUSSANT
Gerard Toal
(Virginia Tech, US)
toalg@vt.edu
PANEL N1
Fieldwork, Risk, and Inference (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Paul Goode
(U of Oklahoma, US)
paulgoode@ou.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Ana Bracic
(U of Oklahoma, US)
bracic@ou.edu
Using Experiments to Improve Inference in Sensitive Situations

Marie-Eve Reny
(Montreal U, Canada)
marie-eve.reny@umontreal.ca
TBA

Julie George
(CUNY Queen’s College, US)
julie.george@qc.cuny.edu
Field Research and Interview Methodology in Post-Soviet Space

Harris Mylonas
(George Washington U, US)
mylonas@gwu.edu
Archival Research:
Discerning Intentions, Selecting Cases, and Testing Microfoundations
PANEL BO8

*Book Panel on Paul Werth’s The Tsar’s Foreign Faiths: Toleration and the Fate of Religious Freedom in Imperial Russia* (Oxford, 2014)

**CHAIR**
Eric Lohr  
(American U, US)  
elohr@american.edu

**PARTICIPANTS**

Nathaniel Knight  
(Seton Hall U, US)  
knightna@shu.edu

Yanni Kotsonis  
(NYU, US)  
yanni.kotsonis@nyu.edu

Kelly O’Neill  
(Harvard U, US)  
koneill@fas.harvard.edu

Paul Werth  
(U of Nevada, Las Vegas, US)  
werthp@unlv.nevada.edu
PANEL BK7
Contesting the Memory of Transgenerational Trauma and Wartime Rapes in Post-WWII Germany and Post-Conflict Bosnia and Rwanda

CHAIR
Andrea Prajerová
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
aprajerova@gmail.com

PAPERS
Mythili Rajiva
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
mythili.rajiva@uottawa.ca
On The Agency of Ghosts:
Examining Textual Representations of Wartime Rape in A Woman In Berlin

Agatha Schwartz
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
agathas@uottawa.ca
Defying the Narrative of National Homogeneity: Hybridity, Trauma and Survival in Mundtot (Silenced) and Leila, Ein Bosnisches Mädchen (Leila, A Girl From Bosnia)

Tatjana Takševa
(St. Mary’s U, Canada)
tatjana.takseva@smu.ca
Negotiating Identities in Post-Conflict Bosnia:
Self, Ethnicity and Nationhood in Adolescents Born of Wartime Rape

Marie-Eve Hamel
(U of Edinburgh, Scotland, UK)
m.hamel@sms.ed.ac.uk
Understanding “Rwandaness” and “Womanhood” for Survivors of Ethnicized Sexual Violence

DISCUSSANT
Christabelle Sethna
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
csethna@uottawa.ca
PANEL BK24
State-building and Democratization in Kosovo

CHAIR
Chip Gagnon
(Ithaca College, US)
vgagnon@ithaca.edu

PAPERS
Julia Himmrich
(LSE, UK)
j.l.himmrich@lse.ac.uk
Projecting Civilian Power Through Recognition Politics: The Case of Germany in Kosovo

Marius Calu
(Queen Mary U of London, UK)
m.i.calu@qmul.ac.uk
Building a Multiethnic State In Kosovo: The Management of Minorities after Independence

Balázs Vizi
(National U of Public Service, Budapest, Hungary)
vizi.balazs@uni-nke.hu
Language Rights and Multilingualism: The Case of Kosovo

DISCUSSANT
TBA
PANEL CE12
The Politics of Memory in Central and Eastern Europe

CHAIR
Adrian Cioflanca
(Xenopol Institute of History, Romania)
adriancioflanca@gmail.com

PAPERS
Zoltan Dujisin
(Columbia U, US)
znd2102@columbia.edu
Memory Entrepreneurs, Interest Alignment and the Crafting of a Post-Communist Memory Convergence

Lidia Zessin-Jurek
(Collegium Polonicum, Slubice, Poland)
jurek.lidia@gmail.com
The Rise of an Eastern European Community of Memory? Brussels as a Carrefour and a Catalyst of Gulag Remembrance

Jean-François Delangre
(U Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium)
jdelangr@ulb.ac.be
“I Beg Your Pardon, but WE Suffered the Most!” Contested Memory Politics on the Lieux de mémoire in Latvia

George Soroka
(Harvard U, US)
soroka@fas.harvard.edu
The Memory of Katyn: Poland, Russia and the Historical Politics of Post-Communism

DISCUSSANT
Felicia Waldman
(U of Bucharest, Romania)
fwaldman@gmail.com
PANEL EU5
*Political Economy and Political Regimes in Central Asia*

**CHAIR**
*Don Van Atta*
(U of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, US)
donvanatta@earthlink.net

**PAPERS**

*Brent Hierman*
(Virginia Military Institute, US)
hiermanbd@vmi.edu
*Uncovering the (Relatively) Enduring Patterns of Patronage in Central Asia*

*Lawrence Markowitz*
(Rowan U, US)
markowitzL@rowan.edu
*Bequeathability and Authoritarianism in Central Asia*

*Katharina Buck*
(German Academic Exchange, Karaganda State U, Kazakhstan)
k.buck@bristolalumni.org.uk
*Kazakhstan: Trapped between the Conflicting Priorities of “Old” and “New” Donor States?*

*Hélène Thibault*
(U de Montréal, Canada)
hthib097@uottawa.ca
*Migration in the Post-Soviet Space: From the Friendship of Peoples to Circular Labour Migration*

**DISCUSSANT**
*Justin Burke*
(Open Society, NY, US)
justin.burke@opensocietyfoundations.org
PANEL TK9
“Everywhere Taksim”: Sowing the Seeds for a New Turkey at Gezi

CHAIR
Salim Cevik
(Bilkent U, Turkey)
salimcevik@yahoo.com

PAPERS
Emrah Celik
(Keele U, UK)
emrahce@gmail.com
The Place of Religion and Religious Identity in the Gezi Park Protests

Isabel David
(U of Lisbon, Portugal)
isabel.david4@gmail.com
The Gezi Park Protests and the Politics of Citizen Resistance in Turkey

Ahu Karasalu
(Yildiz Technical U, Turkey)
ahu.karasulu@gmail.com
After Gezi, Is There Room for “Space”? 

Marija Krstic
(ECMI, Pristina, Kosovo)
mara.krsticc@gmail.com
The Incentives and Actors of Protests in Turkey and Bosnia in 2013

DISCUSSANT
Kumru T. Toktamis
(Pratt Institute, NY, US)
ktoktami@pratt.edu
PANEL K6
Ossetia and Crimea

CHAIR
Gerard Toal
(Virginia Tech, US)
toalg@vt.edu

PAPERS
Nadia Proulx
(U de Montréal, Canada)
nadia.proulx@umontreal.ca
Being a Good National Subject Through the Social Reproduction of Traditional Morality

Jessica Mahlbacher
(The Graduate Center, CUNY, US)
jmahlbacher@gc.cuny.edu
Annexation versus Independence: The Impact of Framing in South Ossetia and Crimea

Przemyslaw Ozierski
(Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration, Russia)
przemyslaw.ozierski@fulbrightmail.org
The Ossetian Unification Project in the Context of the Crimea Precedent

DISCUSSANT
Valery Dzutsati
(Arizona State U, US)
vdzutsev@asu.edu
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PANEL R4/M8
Migration Policy in Russia

CHAIR
Cynthia Buckley
(U of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, US)
buckleyc@illinois.edu

PAPERS
Bhavna Dave
(SOAS, U of London, UK)
bd4@soas.ac.uk
Migration Laws Without a Policy: How Migration Laws Foster an Illegalization of Migrant Workers in Russia?

Colin Johnson
(Brown U, US)
colin_johnson@brown.edu
Whose Problem Are They?: Migration Politics in the Volga Region

Michelle O’Brien
(U of Washington, US)
shannml@uw.edu
Migration as an Adaptive Response to Ethnic Nationalism in Russia

Caress Schenk
(Nazarbaev U, Kazakhstan)
cschenk@nu.edu.kz
The Politics of Immigration Control in Russia: The Logic of Bureaucratic Decision-Making

Violetta Khabibulina
(First Saint-Petersburg State Medical U, Russia)
vioksu@gmail.com
Medical Social Control over Labor Migrants from Central Asia to Russia: True Foreigners or Quasi co-Citizens?

DISCUSSANT
Leah Haus
(Vassar College, US)
lehaus@vassar.edu
FRIDAY APRIL 24TH // SESSION VII // 2:50 - 4:50 PM

PANEL U3
State, Identity, and Society in Belarus: Past and Present

CHAIR
Hanna Vasilevich
(European Centre for Minority Issues [ECMI], Germany)
vasilevich@ecmi.de

PAPERS
Lizaveta Kasmach
(U of Alberta, Canada)
lizaveta.kasmach@ualberta.ca
The Nation-Building Process on the Belarusian Territories Between 1915-1917

Tatsiana Kulakevich
(Rutgers U, US)
tatsianakulakevich@gmail.com
Sanctions and Beyond:
On the Role of Migrants for the US Foreign Policy Towards Belarus

Tatsiana Chulitskaya
(European Humanities U, Lithuania)
tatsiana.chulitskaya@ehu.lt
The State-Third Sector Relations in Non-Democratic Belarus

Olga Gille-Belova
(U de Bordeaux-Montaigne, France)
olga.gille-belova@u-bordeaux-montaigne.fr
Higher Education Reforms in Belarus:
Between the Soviet Heritage and International Influence

DISCUSSANT
David Marples
(U of Alberta, Canada)
dmarples@ualberta.ca
PANEL M1
Refugees and Diaspora Integration

CHAIR
Noah Arjomand
(Columbia U, US)
naa2139@columbia.edu

PAPERS
Erin Hughes
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
erin.e.hughes@gmail.com
“They Didn’t Give a Damn”: Assyrian and Chaldean Diasporic Perspectives in the Iraq War’s Aftermath

Asli Ilgit
Fulya Memisoglu
(Çukurova U, Turkey)
ailgit@cu.edu.tr
fmemisoglu@cu.edu.tr
Syrian Refugees in Turkey: An Analysis of Multifaceted Challenges, Players and Policies

Angela Suarez Collado
(Käte Hamburger Kolleg, Germany)
gelasu@hotmail.com
“Marocains d’ici et d’ailleurs”: Moroccan State’s Strategies and Policies to Manage Emigrants Abroad

Kalyani Thurairajah
(MacEwan U, Canada)
thurairajahk@macewan.ca
The Sri Lankan Tamil Diaspora and the Homeland: Can There be a Shared Ethnic Identity?

Mireille Hebing
(Regent’s U London, UK)
hebingm@regents.ac.uk
Refugee Stories in Britain: Dominant Narratives in the Public Mind

DISCUSSANT
Lillian Frost
(George Washington U, US)
lfrost@gwu.edu
PANEL N16

*Ethnic Conflict and Violence*

**CHAIR**
TBA

**PAPERS**

**Molly Inman**
*James S. Batchelder*
(Georgetown U, US)
mollyinman@gmail.com
jsb265@georgetown.edu
*Who Gets Targeted in Ethnic Outbidding?*

**Pellumb Kelmendi**
(Brown U, US)
pellumb_kelmendi@brown.edu
*Where Do Former Rebels Win? The Transformation of Rebel Organizations into Political Parties and their Divergent Performance in Post-Conflict Elections*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Zeynep Bulutgil**
(Tufts U, US)
zeyp.bulutgil@tufts.edu
PANEL BO9

Book Panel on Henry Hale’s
Patronal Politics: Eurasian Regime Dynamics in Comparative Perspective
(Cambridge, 2014)

CHAIR
Alexander Cooley
(Barnard College, US)
acooley@barnard.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Kimberly Marten
(Barnard College, Columbia U, US)
km2225@columbia.edu

Paul D’Anieri
(UC Riverside, US)
danieri@ucr.edu

Jessica Pisano
(New School U, US)
pisanoj@newschool.edu

Henry Hale
(George Washington U, US)
hhale@gwu.edu
PANEL BO11

Book Panel on Allan Patten’s Equal Recognition: The Moral Foundation of Minority Rights (Princeton, 2014)

CHAIR
Zsuzsa Csergo
(Queen’s U, Canada)
csergo@queensu.ca

PARTICIPANTS
Kanchan Chandra
(NYU, US)
kanchan.chandra@gmail.com

Corey Brettschneider
(Brown U, US)
corey_brettschneider@brown.edu

Margaret Moore
(Queen’s U, Canada)
moorem@queensu.ca

Allan Patten
(Princeton U, US)
apatten@princeton.edu
FRIDAY APRIL 24TH // SESSION VIII // 5:10 - 7:10 PM

PANEL BK9
Coming to Terms with the Past in Bosnia

CHAIR
Ivor Sokolic
(U College London, UK)
ivor.sokolic.11@ucl.ac.uk

PAPERS
Amila Becirbegovic
(U California Davis, US)
abecirbegovic@ucdavis.edu
The Holocaust and Post-War Memory in Bosnia

Marika Djolai
(U of Sussex, UK)
m.djolai@ids.ac.uk
Place Attachment And Post-War Community Building in Bosnia

Iva Pauker
(U of Melbourne, US)
iva.pauker@gmail.com
Measuring Indirect Reconciliation through Public Opinion in Bosnia

Sarah Correia
(LSE, UK)
s.m.correia@lse.ac.uk
“Difficult Memories” and the “Normalisation” of Inter-Ethnic Relations in Bijeljina

Jessie Hronesova
(U of Oxford, UK)
jessie.hronesova@gmail.com
Might Makes Right: Transitional Justice and Reparations in Bosnia

DISCUSSANT
Gruia Badescu
(Cambridge U, UK)
gb413@cam.ac.uk
PANEL BK17

State and Nation-Building in the Balkans

CHAIR
Robert Jenkins
(U of North Carolina, US)
rjenkins@email.unc.edu

PAPERS
Gëzim Krasniqi
(U College London, UK)
g.krasniqi@ucl.ac.uk

Dora Komnenović
(Justus Liebig U, Germany)
dora.komnenovic@gcsc.uni-giessen.de
Uncovering Memory Holes: Book Dumping in the Former-Yugoslav Space in the 1990s

Florian Bieber
(U of Graz, Austria)
florian.bieber@uni-graz.at
Constructing Inclusive National Identities: The Trajectory of Socialist and Post-Socialist Montenegrin Identity

Arlinda Rrustemi
(Leiden U, Netherlands)
arlindar@gmail.com
Statebuilding, Peacebuilding and Local Alternatives: Comparing International and Local Perspectives Through Life Stories in Kosovo

DISCUSSANT
Holly Case
(Cornell U, US)
hac27@cornell.edu
PANEL CE11  
*Cities, Memory and Identity*

**CHAIR**
TBA

**PAPERS**

**Simona Bealcovschi**  
(U de Montréal, Canada)  
simona.elena.bealcovschi@umontreal.ca  
*How Nationalism Became Neo Liberalism: The Case of Sibiu-Hermanstadt in Romania*

**Piotr Kiesel**  
(European Institute U, Italy)  
piotr.kisiel@eui.eu  
*The Difficult Relationship of Nationalism and Built Heritage: The Case of 19th Century Kraków*

**Iulia Statica**  
(La Sapienza U of Rome, Italy)  
iulia.statica@yahoo.com  
*Memory as Trauma: Metamorphoses of Urban Topographies in the Post-Communist City of Bucharest*

**Gruia Badescu**  
(Cambridge U, UK)  
gb413@cam.ac.uk  
*Making Sense of Ruins: Coming to Terms with the Past and Urban Reconstruction in Belgrade and Sarajevo*

**Volodymyr Yevtukh**  
(National Pedagogical Dragomanov U, Kyiv, Ukraine)  
yevtukh@ukr.net  
*Polyethnicity in the Social Space of Big European Cities*

**DISCUSSANT**
**Alexander Vari**  
(Marywood U, US)  
vari@maryu.marywood.edu
PANEL CE23

Europe: Internal Crises and External Challenges (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Susan Woodward
(The Graduate Center, CUNY, US)
swoodward@gc.cuny.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Jan Svejnar
(Columbia U, US)
Europe: Challenges for Economic Growth

Jacques Rupnik
(SciencesPo, Paris, France)
Democratization, Nation-State Building and the Return of Geopolitics in Europe’s Neighborhood

Timothy Frye
(Columbia U, US)
What Do Voters in Ukraine Want? A Survey Experiment on Candidate Ethnicity, Language, and Policy Orientation

Milica Uvalic
(U of Perugia, Italy)
Europe’s Crisis and Western Balkans’ Integration with the European Union
PANEL EU7

*Cultural Production of Identity: History, Memory, Symbols in Central Asia*

**CHAIR**

Marie-Eve Reny  
(Montreal U, Canada)  
marie-eve.reny@umontreal.ca

**PAPERS**

Sandrine E. Catris  
(Georgia Regents U, US)  
scatris@gru.edu  
*Hybridity and Cultural Production in Xinjiang, 1966-1976*

Abel Polese  
(Tallinn U, Estonia)  
ap@tlu.ee  
*A Tale of Two Presidents: Personality Cult and Symbolic Nation-Building in Turkmenistan*

Jeff Sahadeo  
(Carleton U, Canada)  
jeff.sahadeo@carleton.ca  
*Building Pluralism and Preventing Conflict in Kyrgyzstan and the Ferghana Valley: The Place of History and Memory*

Özgecan Kesici  
(U College Dublin, Ireland)  
ozgecan@live.de  
*The Alash Movement and the Question of Kazakh Ethnicity*

Amita Vempati  
(Indiana U, US)  
amita.b.vempati@gmail.com  
*“Back in one Tajik Country”: Tajikistan and The National Trauma of Nation-Building*

**DISCUSSANT**

Michael Rywkin  
(City College, NY, US)  
mrywkin@aol.com
PANEL R2
Russia and NATO (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Tsveta Petrova
(European Institute, Columbia U, US)
tp2379@columbia.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Jeremy Shapiro
(Brookings Institution, US)
jshapiro@brookings.edu
How to Avoid a New Cold War

Dmitry Gorenburg
(Harvard U, US)
gorenburg@gmail.com
How NATO Can Respond to Russian Efforts to Destabilize the Baltics

Kimberly Marten
(Barnard College, Columbia U, US)
km2225@columbia.edu
What if NATO Hadn’t Expanded?

Yulia Nikitina
(MGIMO, Moscow, Russia)
y.nikitina@inno.mgimo.ru
Why Cannot NATO Believe that Russia could Really be Afraid of its Expansion?
PANEL SE3

How to Get an Article Published (Workshop)

WORKSHOP LEADER

Stephen Deets
(Babson College, US)
sdeets@babson.edu

PARTICIPANTS

Peter Rutland
(Wesleyan U, US)
prutland@wesleyan.edu
Editor of Nationalities Papers

Dmitry Gorenburg
(Harvard U, US)
gorenburg@gmail.com
Editor of Problems of Post-Communism

Adam Fagan
(Queen Mary, U of London, UK)
a.fagan@qmul.ac.uk
Editor of East European Politics

Karl Cordell
(Plymouth U, UK)
k.cordell@plymouth.ac.uk
Associate Editor of Ethnopolitics

Gerald Dorey
(Taylor & Francis, UK)
Dorey, Gerald <Gerald.Dorey@informa.com
Publisher of Nationalities Papers and Ethnopolitics
PANEL R17

**Gender in Central Asia and Russia**

**CHAIR**
Janet E. Johnson  
(Brooklyn College, CUNY, US)  
johnson@brooklyn.cuny.edu

**PAPERS**

**Victoria Vygodskaya-Rust**  
(Southeast Missouri State U)  
vyrust@semo.edu  
*Comrades in Search of Equality: Cinematic Representations of Women in Bed and Sofa (1927) and Circus (1936)*

**Gulzat Egemberdieva**  
(U of Toronto, Canada)  
egemberdievagulzat@gmail.com  
*Women’s Liberation in Soviet Kyrgyzstan and the Practice of Bridal Kidnapping Today*

**Vera Akhmetova**  
(EHess, Paris, France)  
vera.akhmetova@ehess.fr  
*Patriotism and Homosexuality in Russia*

**Catherine Scott**  
(Columbia U, US)  
catherine.bigbee.scott@gmail.com  
*Collision between Russian Sovereignty and the European Court of Human Rights: Reactions of the Russian State to the Markin Decision on Gender Norms*

**DISCUSSANT**
Michele E. Commercio  
(U of Vermont, US)  
michele.commercio@uvm.edu
PANEL U9
The Civil War in Ukraine

CHAIR
Joshua Sanborn
(Lafayette College, PA, US)
sanbornj@lafayette.edu

PAPERS
Mikhail Akulov
(Harvard U, US)
akulov@post.harvard.edu
Mennonites and Makhnovites in the Russian Civil War

Larysa Bilous
(U of Alberta, Canada)
larysabilous@gmail.com
Jewish Refugees in Kyiv During the First World War: Welfare and Everyday Life

Oksana Vynnyk
(U of Alberta, Canada)
vynnyk@ualberta.ca
Beyond National: “Posttraumatic Identity” of Disabled War Veterans in Interwar Lviv

DISCUSSANT
Daria Mattingly
(U of Cambridge, UK)
dm628@cam.ac.uk
PANEL M4
*Migrant Perceptions and Naturalization Policies*

**CHAIR**
TBA

**PAPERS**

**Mireille Hebing**
(Regent’s U London, UK)
hebingm@regents.ac.uk
*Refugee Stories in Britain: Dominant Narratives in the Public Mind*

**Francesca Strumia**
(U of Sheffield, UK)
f.strumia@sheffield.ac.uk
*The Inclusion of Third Country Nationals in the European Union: Between National Narratives and Supranational Citizenship’s Democratic Promise*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Elizabeth Pertner**
(George Washington U, US)
ebpertner@gwu.edu
PANEL N3
A New Nation-State Configuration for Europe? (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Francine Friedman
(Ball State U, US)
fsfriedman@hotmail.com

PARTICIPANTS
David Kanin
(John Hopkins U, US)
dakanin@verizon.net

Julie Mostov
(Drexel U, US)
mostovi@drexel.edu

Stefano Bianchini
(U of Bologna, Italy)
stefano.bianchini@unibo.it

James Gow
(King’s College, UK)
mlmajw@btinternet.com

Craig R. Nation
(Dickinson College, US)
nationr@dickinson.edu
PANEL N10

*International Dimensions of Nationalist Politics*

**CHAIR**

TBA

**PAPERS**

**Frédéric Dessberg**  
(U Paris I Panthéon Sorbonne, France)  
fredessberg@yahoo.fr  
*France, Self-Determination, and the Problem of the German-Polish Borders after World War I*

**Valery Dzutsati**  
(Arizona State U, US)  
vdzutsev@asu.edu  
*Determinants of Peaceful State Secession*

**Ryan D. Griffiths**  
(Sydney U, Australia)  
ryan.griffiths@sydney.edu.au  
*Admission to the Sovereignty Club: The Past, Present, and Future of the International Recognition Regime*

**Kendrick Kuo**  
(Johns Hopkins U, US)  
kkuo8@jhu.edu  
*International Origins of Master Cleavages*

**Elizabeth M.F. Grasmeder**  
(George Washington U, US)  
egrasmeder@gwu.edu  
*Foreign Fighters in National Armies*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Ches Thurber**  
(Tufts U, US)  
richard_thurber@hks.harvard.edu
PANEL BO2

Book Panel on Alexander Osipov et al., Policies of Ethno-cultural Diversity Management in Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine: between Soviet Legacies and European Standards (European Humanities, 2014)

CHAIR

Tove H. Malloy
(European Centre for Minority Issues [ECMI], Germany)
malloy@ecmi.de

PARTICIPANTS

Nelly Bekus
(U of Exeter, UK)
n.bekus@exeter.ac.uk

Aliona Grossu
(Center for Ethnic Integration of the Republic of Moldova, Kishinev)
grossualiona@gmail.com

Alexander Osipov
(European Centre for Minority Issues [ECMI], Germany)
osipov@ecmi.de

Viktor Stepanenko
(Institute of Sociology, Kyiv, Ukraine)
vikstepa@gmail.com

Hanna Vasilevich
(European Centre for Minority Issues [ECMI], Germany)
vasilevich@ecmi.de
PANEL BO16

Book Panel on Thomas de Waal’s
Great Catastrophe: Armenians and Turks in the Shadow of Genocide
(Oxford 2015)

CHAIR
Charles King
(Georgetown U, US)
kingch@georgetown.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Jean-François Ratelle
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
jrate066@uottawa.ca

Jennifer M. Dixon
(Villanova U, US)
jennifer.m.dixon@villanova.edu

Ceren Ozgul
(U of Michigan, US)
cozgul@umich.edu

Thomas de Waal
(Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, DC, US)
tdewaal@ceip.org
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PANEL BK20
Post-Conflict Regionalism and Autonomy

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Dejan Stjepanovic
(U College Dublin, Ireland)
dejan.stjepanovic@ucd.ie
Statehood Alternatives:
A Comparative Perspective on Territorial Politics in Europe

Michael Rossi
(Rutgers U, US)
mrossi1@rci.rutgers.edu
The Parastate and its Challenges to Modern Sovereignty

Tibor Purger
(Rutgers U, US)
purger@rutgers.edu
Different Forms of Autonomy in a Single Territory over a Century and a Half:
Vojvodina’s Experiments with Church, Ethnic, Territorial, and Cultural Autonomy

Danilo Mandic
(Stanford U, US)
mmandic@stanford.edu
Gangsters and Patriots:
Organized Crime, Separatism and Ethnicity in Kosovo and South Ossetia

DISCUSSANT
Anja Vojvodic
(Rutgers U, US)
anja.vojvodic@rutgers.edu
PANEL BK3
The Textures Of Social Change: A Critical Examination Of Gender, Race, Religion and Communist Legacies in Albania

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Lori Amy
(Georgia Southern U, US)
lamy@georgiasouthern.edu
Contested Meanings, Conflicted Memory: Communist Legacies, The Transition Generation, and Social Change in Post-Socialist Albania

Kailey A. Rocker
(UNC Chapel Hill, US)
rockeka@live.unc.edu
What Do the Albanian NGO Sector and the Internet Have In Common? The 1990s: An Exploration Of Politics, Technology and Gender Within Post-Socialist Albania

Chelsi West
(U of Texas Austin, US)
chelsi.west@utexas.edu
Tales from the “Black Side”: An Exploration of Racialization and Identity Formation in Post-communist Albania

Nevila Pahumi
(U of Michigan, US)
nevila.pahumi@gmail.com
Constructing Borders of Difference: Protestantism along the Greek-Albanian frontier, 1891-1914

DISCUSSANT
Gëzim Krasniqi
(U College London, UK)
g.krasniqi@ucl.ac.uk
PANEL BK13

Different Approaches to Democratization in the Western Balkans

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

Daniel Bochsler
Adis Merzanovic
(U of Zurich, Switzerland)
daniel.bochsler@uzh.ch
adis.merdzanovic@uzh.ch

Enforcing Peace from the Outside? International Intervention and the Office of the High Representative in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Adam Fagan
(Queen Mary U London, UK)
a.fagan@qmul.ac.uk

Evaluating the EU’s “New Approach” to Judicial Reform in the Western Balkans: Unintended Consequences or Unrealised Goals?

Marlene Spoerri
(NGO “Independent Diplomat”, NY, US)
marlenespoerri@gmail.com

From Belgrade to Baghdad: How Lessons Learned from the Fall of Milosevic Inform Democracy Promotion Strategies in the Middle East

Ognen Vangelov
(Queen’s U, Canada)
ognen.vangelov@queensu.ca

Petriﬁcation of Ethnic Nationalism and Identity Battles as a Factor in Macedonia’s Democratic Regress

Marko Kmezic
(U of Graz, Austria) marko.kmezic@uni-graz.at

Limited Effects of the EU Democracy Promotion in the Western Balkans: Media Freedoms in Serbia

DISCUSSANT

Robert Jenkins
(UNC Chapel Hill, US) rjenkins@email.unc.edu
PANEL CE7

National Minorities and Diaspora Politics

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

Antal Örkény
(Eötvös Loránd U of Budapest, Hungary)
orkeny@tatk.elte.hu
Constructing Border Ethnic Identities along the Frontier of Central and Eastern Europe

Agne Cepinskyte
(King’s College London, UK)
agne.cepinskyte@kcl.ac.uk
Weimar Germany’s and Post-Soviet Russia’s Diaspora Policies in the Baltic States: A Comparative Study

Irina Culic
(Babes-Bolyai U, Romania)
irinaculic@yahoo.com
Hungarians in Romania: On the Road from National Minority to Diaspora

Anca Glont
(Hampden-Sydney College, Australia)
anca.glont@gmail.com
Hungarian, Working-Class or Socialist? Negotiating Identities in a Local Transylvanian Newspaper

DISCUSSANT
Yves Plasseraud
(Groupement pour le droit des minorités, Paris, France)
yplasseraud@wanadoo.fr
PANEL CE10
Nationalism and Education in Central and Eastern Europe

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Anna P. Ronell
(MIT, US)
ronell@mit.edu
Internationalization of Russian Higher Education: Challenges and Opportunities

Mary Kate Schneider
(U of Maryland, College Park, US)
mks@umd.edu
Before, During, and After: Education in Bosnia-Herzegovina across Nations and Generations

Raluca Bigu
(U of Bucharest, Romania)
raluca_ana_alecu@yahoo.com
Orthodox Religious Education Textbooks’ Strategies of Resistance in a Diverse Post-Communist Religious Landscape

Razvan Sibii
(U of Massachusetts Amherst, US)
razvan@comm.umass.edu
“They Do Things Differently There”: A Critique of Contemporary Romanian History Textbooks

DISCUSSANT
Alexander Mirescu
(Saint-Peter’s U, US)
alexander.mirescu@gmail.com
PANEL K4
*Domestic and Foreign Factors Informing Policy Making in the South Caucasus*

**CHAIR**
Abel Polese  
(Tallinn U, Estonia)  
ap@tlu.ee

**PAPERS**

**Ann Tsurtsumia-Zurabashvili**  
(Dublin City U, Ireland)  
an.tsurtsumia@dcu.ie  
*Evolution of Georgia’s Reintegration Policy – An Analysis of Presidential Addresses*

**Giorgio Comai**  
(Dublin City U, Ireland)  
giorgio.comai@dcu.ie  
*Playing the Diplomacy Game:  
A Content Analysis of the Websites of the MFAs of post-Soviet de facto States*

**Chiara Loda**  
(Dublin City U, Ireland)  
chiara.loda@dcu.ie  
*Azerbaijan and Public Diplomacy: A Discursive Analysis*

**Donnacha Ó Beacháin**  
(Dublin City U, Ireland)  
donnacha.obeachain@dcu.ie  

**Frederik Coene**  
(Ghent U, Belarus)  
frederik.coene@eeas.europa.eu  
*Go West: Georgia’s European Identity and its Role in Domestic Politics and Foreign Policy Objectives*

**DISCUSSANT**
Sofie Bedford  
(Uppsala U, Sweden)  
sofie.bedford@ucrs.uu.se
PANEL TK3
Reformulating Turkish Nationalism in a post-Kemalist Era

CHAIR
Mucahit Bilici
(CUNY John Jay College, US)
mucabilt@gmail.com

PAPERS
Senem Aslan
(Bates College, US)
saslan@bates.edu
“Soon The Whole World Will Speak Turkish”: International Turkish Language Olympiads and the Making of a New National Image

Andreas Ernst
(Correspondent, Neue Züricher Zeitung, Serbia)
ernta@eunet.rs
Waxing Moon Crescent: The New Turkish Balkan

Elisabeth Özdalga
(Bilkent U, Turkey)
elisabethozdalga@bilkent.edu.tr
Religion in the Formation of Nationhood: A Turkish Perspective

Zeki Sarigil
(Bilkent U, Turkey)
sarigil@bilkent.edu.tr
Structuring Ethnicity: Secular Kurdish Ethnopolitical Elites and Islam

DISCUSSANT
Kristin Fabbe
(Claremont McKenna College, US)
kfabbe@cmc.edu

■ ■ ■
PANEL R13

Religion and Ethnicity

CHAIR
Zenon Wasyliw
(Ithaca College, US)
wasyliw@ithaca.edu

PAPERS

Jan Tesar
(Graduate School for East and Southeast European Studies, Munich, Germany)
carpenter.john@centrum.cz
The Role of Scientific Atheism in the (Re)construction of Socialist Identity: A Comparative Perspective

Görkem Atsungur
(American U of Central Asia, Kyrgyzstan) atsungur_g@mail.auca.kg
The Politics of Religion in Russia Since 1991: The Compatibility of Russian Orthodox Church and a Pluralist Society

Dominik Müller
(U of Zurich, Switzerland) dominik.mueller2@uzh.ch
Producing Religious Specialists in Russia: A Case Study of the Russian Islamic University Kazan (Tatarstan)

Artyom H. Tonoyan
(U of Minnesota, US) <artyom.tonoyan@gmail.com
For the Cross and the Land: Radical Counter-Secularization in Russia

Tornike Metreveli
(U of Bern, Switzerland) tornike.metreveli@soz.unibe.ch
An Undisclosed Story of Roses: Church, State and Nation in Contemporary Georgia

DISCUSSANT

Victoria Koroteyeva
(Columbia U, US)
kv26@columbia.edu
PANEL R14
National Cultures and Nationalist Mobilization in Russia’s Republics

CHAIR
Allan Kagedan
(Carleton U, Canada)
alkagedan@rogers.com

PAPERS
Maria Tagangaeva
(U of St. Gallen, Switzerland)
maria.tagangaeva@unisg.ch
“Socialist in Content, National in Form”: Ethnicity and Art in Soviet/Post-Soviet Yakutia and Buryatia

Irina Garri
(Institute for Mongolian, Buddhist and Tibetan Studies, Ulan-Ude, Russia)
irina.garri@gmail.com
Multiple Identities of Buryat-Mongols

Dilyara Suleymanova
(U of Zurich, Switzerland)
d.suleymanova@access.uzh.ch
“I Remember 1552”: The Conquest of Kazan and the Politics of Collective Remembering in Post-Soviet Tatarstan

Katie Stewart
(Indiana U, US)
katlstew@indiana.edu
Who is Tatarstan? An Analysis of Contemporary Russian, Tatar, and Tatarstani Nation-Building in the Republic of Tatarstan

DISCUSSANT
Kate Graney
(Skidmore College, US)
kgraney@skidmore.edu
PANEL U8
The Use of Historical Memory in Russia and Ukraine

CHAIR
Eleanor Knott
(LSE, UK)
e.k.knott@lse.ac.uk

PAPERS
Hanna Bazhenova
(Institute of East-Central Europe, Poland)
bagenova_a@inbox.ru.
The First World War and Politics of Memory in Contemporary Russia and Ukraine

Uilleam Blacker
(U College London, UK)
u.blacker@ucl.ac.uk
Urban Martyrology in Kyiv and Warsaw: Meaningful Deaths, Public Space and the Other in the Cultures of Poland and Ukraine

DISCUSSANT
Maria Snegovskaya
(Columbia U, US)
ms4391@columbia.edu
PANEL M6
*Migrations: Policies and Impact*

**CHAIR**
TBA

**PAPERS**

**Maria Stoilkova**
(U of Florida, US)
stoilkov@ufl.edu
*Living through the “Vanishing Nation”: Perspectives from Bulgaria*

**Jakhongir Kakhkharov**
(Griffith U, Australia)
jkakharov@hotmail.com
*The impact of Remittances on Financial Development: The Case of Transition Economies of Central & Eastern Europe and former Soviet Union*

**Roswitha M. King**
(Østfold U College, Norway)
roswitha.m.king@hiof.no
*Does Emigration Reduce Corruption in the Countries of Origin? Household-level Evidence for Western Balkans*

**Shushanik Makaryan**
(Penn State U, US)
shushanik.makaryan@email.wsu.edu
*Mobility Partnerships and EU Targeted Initiatives on Migration in Armenia, Georgia and Moldova*

**DISCUSSANT**
TBA
PANEL N18
Exploring Ius Pecuniae:
Implications for the Traditional Understanding of Nationality?

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Dimitry Kochenov
(U of Gronigen, Netherlands)
d.kochenov@gmail.com
European Citizenship by Investment: A Legal Analysis

Tina Orsolic Dalessio
(U of Zagreb, Croatia)
tinaorsolic@gmail.com
Croatian Citizenship for Sale:
Present and the Future, Benefits and Costs

Peter Spiro
(Temple U, US)
peter.spiro@temple.edu
Investor Citizenship: Citizenship in Crisis

Francesca Strumia
(U of Sheffield, UK)
f.strumia@sheffield.ac.uk
The Inclusion of Third Country Nationals in the European Union:
Between National Narratives and Supranational Citizenship’s Democratic Promise

DISCUSSANT
Natalia Stepaniuk
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
natalia.stepaniuk@gmail.com
PANEL BK4

Revival of Islam in the Balkans: From Identity to Religiosity

CHAIR
Edward V. Schneier
(The Graduate Center, CUNY, US)
nedmarg@earthlink.net

PAPERS
Arolda Elbasani
(Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, Florence, Italy)
arolda.elbasani@eui.eu
Revival of Islam in South Europe: Nation, State And Faith in The Post-Communist Era

Laura J. Olson
(U of Colorado Boulder, US)
lolson@colorado.edu
The Multiple Voices of Bulgaria’s Unofficial Islamic Leaders

Behar Sadriu
(SOAS, U of London, UK)
232280@soas.ac.uk
Rhetorical Strategies Of Kosovo’s Imams in The Fight For “Women’s Rights”

Andreja Mesaric
(Kola Foundation, London UK)
andreja.mesaric79@gmail.com
Muslim Women’s Dress Practices in Bosnia-Herzegovina: Localising Islam Through Everyday Lived Practice

DISCUSSANT
Murat Somer
(Koc U, Turkey)
musomer@ku.edu.tr
PANEL BK12
Gender Perspectives

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Piro Rexhepi
(NYU, US)
piro.rexhepi@gmail.com
Queer Escape Narratives and the Geopolitics of time and Space in the Balkans

Selma Augestad
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
s1049649@sms.ed.ac.uk
Gender and Trauma in Kosova: Local Advocates’ Understanding and Navigation of Norms Influencing Women’s Healing and Agency

Josipa Saric
(U of Kent, UK)
js764@kent.ac.uk
Rethinking Women And Agency In Nationalism: Historical Account of Women’s Active Involvement in 1980s and 1990s Croatia

Slobodan Vasic
(U of Novi Sad, Serbia)
vasic81@yahoo.com
Gender Identities in the Intersection with Ethnicity and Religion: The Case of Banat Bulgarians in Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria

DISCUSSANT
Tanya Domi
(Columbia U, US)
tanya.domi@gmail.com
PANEL CE3
Measuring and Negotiating Moldovan Identity

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Roxana Huma
(U of Plymouth, UK)
adina.huma@plymouth.ac.uk
Negotiating a Common Identity in Moldova

Kyle L. Marquardt
(U of Wisconsin Madison, US)
klmarquardt@wisc.edu
Linguistic Appeals and Support for Separatism: Evidence from a Survey Experiment in Moldova

Ecaterina Locoman
(Rutgers U, US)
ecaterina.locoman@rutgers.edu
Pro-EU or Pro-Russia? Public Opinion and Foreign Policy Preferences in Moldova Before and After the Ukrainian Crisis

DISCUSSANT
Matthew Ciscel
(Central Connecticut State U, US)
ciscelm@mail.ccsu.edu
PANEL CE20

Music and the Nation

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

Namik Sinan Turan
Bilen Isiktas
(Istanbul U, Turkey)
nsturan@istanbul.edu.tr
bilen.isiktas@istanbul.edu.tr

The Deadlock of Nation State:
The Problem of Nationalisation of Music during the Early Republican Era in Turkey

Dalibor Mišina
(Lakehead U, Canada)
dmisina@lakeheadu.ca

The Sight of Music:
Bijelo dugme, Popular Culture, and the Yugoslav Politics of Gender

Emilia Pawlusz
(U of Tallinn, Estonia)
emilia.pawlusz@tlu.ee

Negotiation of Modernity in Estonian Song Celebrations

Adriana Helbig
(Pittsburgh U, US)
Anh59@pitt.edu

Hip Hop Ukraine: Music, Race, and African Migration

DISCUSSANT

Roland Spickermann
(U of Texas Permian Basin, US)
spickermann_r@utpb.edu
PANEL EU8

Nationalism and Nation-Building in Kazakhstan: State Policies and Societal Reactions

CHAIR
Amita Vempati
(Indiana U, US)
avempati@indiana.edu

PAPERS
Aziz Burkhanov
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)
aziz.burkhanov@nu.edu.kz
Kazakh vs. Kazakhstani: Perception of Kazakhstan’s Civic Identity in Kazakh- and Russian-Language Media

Kristoffer Rees
(Indiana U, US)
kmrees@indiana.edu
Kto takie Kazakhstantsy?: Results of a Multi-Sited Survey Assessing Citizen Attitudes towards Kazakhstani Supranational Identity

Dina Sharipova
(KIMEP U, Kazakhstan) dina.sharipova@kimep.kz
Everyday Nationalism in Kazakhstan: Talking, Choosing, Performing and Consuming the Nation

John Schoeberlein
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)
john.schoeberlein@gmail.com
Secularist Order and Law and Popular Engagement with Religion in Kazakhstan since the 2011 Law on Religion

Nelly Bekus
(U of Exeter, UK) n.bekus@exeter.ac.uk
Ideological Recycling of Socialist Experience: Townscapes of Power in Minsk and Astana

DISCUSSANT
Donnacha Ó Beacháin
(Dublin City U, Ireland)
donnacha.oceanchain@dcu.ie
PANEL TK6
Post-Imperial and Post-Authoritarian Memory

CHAIR
Senem Aslan
(Bates College, US)
saslan@bates.edu

PAPERS
Edip Golbasi
(Simon Fraser U, Canada)
edipgolbasi@yahoo.com
*Imperial Anxieties, Internal Security, and Anti-Armenian Violence in the Ottoman Eastern Provinces during the Hamidian Period*

Onur Yildirim
(Middle East Technical U, Turkey)
onuryil@metu.edu.tr
*What is History Good for? Some Lessons from the 1923 Turco-Greek Exchange of Populations*

Vasiliki Mitrakos
(U of Chicago, US)
mitrakos@uchicago.edu
*Re-appropriating the Symbolisms of Greece’s Authoritarian Past, and the Progression of Social Memory Between Generations*

Anna Zadrozna
(Yeditepe U, Turkey)
an.zadrozna@gmail.com
*The Memory House of Ataturk and Remembrances of Belonging: Creating Turkish-ness at the Nexus of Local Narratives and Transnational Powers*

DISCUSSANT
Hale Yilmaz
(Southern Illinois U, US)
yilmaz@siu.edu
PANEL K1
Discourses of Nationalism: Modern and Historical Analysis of Narratives in the Caucasus

CHAIR
Rusiko Amirejibi
(Free U Tbilisi, Georgia)
rusiko7@yahoo.com

PAPERS
Jo Laycock
(Sheffield Hallam U, UK)
j.laycock@shu.ac.uk

Gorkem Aydemir
(George Washington U, US)
gorkem@gwu.edu
Ordering the City, Ordering the Memory: State-Making, Displacement, and the Hotel Iveria Case in Georgia

Nino Abzianidze
(U of Zurich, Switzerland)
nino.abzianidze@nccr-democracy.uzh.ch
Nationalist Discourse as a Network: Analyzing the Structure and Dynamics of Nationalist Appeals in the Georgian Print Media

Mikail Mamedov
(George Mason U, US)
mnamedov@gmu.edu
Reading Stone Dreams on the Anniversary of the Great Catastrophe

Ketevan Gurchiani
(Ila State U, Georgia)
ketevan_gurchiani@iliauni.edu.ge
Magic Realism in Post-Soviet Georgia

DISCUSSANT
Benedikt Harzl
(U of Graz, Austria)
benedikt.harzl@uni-graz.at
PANEL R7
Russia and the West

CHAIR
Robert O. Freedman
(Johns Hopkins U, US)
rofreedman@comcast.net

PAPERS
Pierre-Louis Six
(European U Institute, Italy)
pierre-louis.six@eui.eu
Westernization from the East: The Case of Non-Soviet Students at the Moscow Institute of International Relations During the Thaw

Bo Petersson
(Malmö U, Sweden)
bo.petersson@mah.se
Elena Rakhimova-Sommers
(Rochester Institute of Technology, US)
elena.sommers@rit.edu
The Cold War to the Rescue: Anti-American Sentiment at the Highest Level of the Russian Political Discourse

Kristian Lundby Gjerde
(Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, Oslo)
klg@nupi.no
Natalia Paleeva
(Samara State U, Russia) npaleeva@gmail.com

Filip Tucek
(Columbia U, US) ft2439@columbia.edu
Russian’s Foreign Policy During the President Putin’s Third Term: What is the Role of Former Intelligence Officers?

DISCUSSANT
Gerald Easter
(Boston College, US)
gerald.easter@bc.edu
PANEL R11
Public Opinion and the Media

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Elizabeth Teague
(Independent Analyst, Oxford, UK)
teagueeliza@aol.com
The Impact on Russian Public Opinion of the 2008 Russia-Georgia War and the 2014 Ukraine Crisis

Irina Kotkina
(Sodertorn U, Sweden )
ik341@ya.ru
The Geopolitical Imagination of the Russian New Media: Between the Eurasian Union and the Russian World

Olga Ivanova
(U of Alberta, Canada)
oivanova@ualberta.ca
Mediation of Violence in National and International Media: The Case of “Maidan”

Nataliia Kasianenko
(U of Nevada Reno, US)
nkasianenko@unr.edu
Media and Nationalism: Evidence from Russia and Ukraine

DISCUSSANT
Gulnaz Sharafutdinova
(King’s College London, UK)
gulnaz@gwmail.gwu.edu
PANEL U4

_Euromaidan and Its Aftermath_

**CHAIR**

_Natalia Khanenko Friesen_
(U of Saskatchewan, Canada)
natalia.khanenkofriesen@gmail.com

**PAPERS**

_Tetiana Dziadevych_
(U of Illinois Chicago, US)
tdzyad2@uic.edu
_Cultural Codes of Euromaidan_

_Louis Pétiniaud_
(U Paris VIII, France)
l.petiniaud@gmail.com
_Finding National Symbols: The Use of Zaporizhian Cossacks’ Symbolism during the Maidan Crisis in Ukraine_

_Yulia Ilchuk_
(HURI, Harvard U, US)
jlchuk@gmail.com
_“To Hear and See Donbas:” Art During/Against the War_

**DISCUSSANT**

_Gelinada Grinchenko_
(Karazin National U, Kharkiv, Ukraine)
gelinada.grinchenko@gmail.com
PANEL N9  
Nationalism, Ethnicity, and Political Behavior in Israel, Palestine, and Jordan  

CHAIR  
TBA  

PAPERS  

Yuval Feinstein  
(U of Haifa, Israel)  
fyuval@soc.haifa.ac.il  
*How did National Identification Shape Political Attitudes in Israel During the 2014 Israel-Gaza Conflict?*  

Daniel Nerenberg  
(George Washington U, US)  
daniel.nerenberg@gmail.com  
*Cooperation Between Loyalty and Betrayal During the First Intifada*  

Uri Ben Eliezer  
(U of Haifa, Israel)  
uriben@soc.haifa.ac.il  
*Is Post-Nationalism Knocking at Our Door? Some Reflections from the Israeli Case*  

Anja Schmidt-Kleinert  
(Bielefeld U, Germany)  
anja.schmidt.kleinert@gmail.com  
*Political Engagement without Ideology? Young Israelis with a Russian-Speaking Family Background in the Yisra’el Beitenu Party and the Politics of Belonging*  

Lilian Frost  
(George Washington U, US)  
lfrost@gwu.edu  
*Redefining Jordanians: Variations in Jordan’s Citizenship Policies Toward Palestinians Over Time*  

DISCUSSANT  
Katherine Harbord  
(Liverpool Johns Moore U, UK)  
k.a.harbord@ljmu.ac.uk
PANEL N17
Self-Determination: The Evolvement of a Double-Edged Concept (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Karl Cordell
(U of Plymouth, UK)
k.cordell@plymouth.ac.uk

PRESENTERS
Wolfgang Danspeckgruber
(Princeton U, US)
wfd@princeton.edu
Change and Continuity in Self-Determination

Uriel Abulof
(Princeton U, US)
uabulof@princeton.edu
We the Peoples? The Puzzle of Self-Determination

Montserrat Guibernau
(Queen’s Mary U, UK)
m.guibernau@qmul.ac.uk
Self-Determination and Democracy: The Case of Catalonia

Timothy Waters
(Indiana U Maurer School of Law, US)
tiwaters@indiana.edu
Applying the Logics of Self-Determination to the Ukrainian Crisis
PANEL BO4


CHAIR
Brigid O’Keeffe
(Brooklyn College, NY, US)
bokeeffe@brooklyn.cuny.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Eric Lohr
(American U, US)
elohr@american.edu

Michael Reynolds
(Princeton U, US)
mar123@princeton.edu

Melissa Stockdale
(U of Oklahoma, US)
mstockdale@ou.edu

Joshua Sanborn
(Lafayette College, PA, US)
sanbornj@lafayette.edu
PANEL BO5  
*Book Panel on Olga Onuch’s Mapping Mass Mobilization: Understanding Revolutionary Movements in Argentina and Ukraine (Palgrave, 2014)*

**CHAIR**  
Nadiya Kravets  
(HURI, Harvard U, US)  
nkravets@fas.harvard.edu

**PARTICIPANTS**  
Mark Beissinger  
(Princeton U, US)  
mbeiissin@princeton.edu

Alexandra Hrycak  
(Reed College, US)  
hrycaka@reed.edu

Oxana Shevel  
(Tufts U, US)  
oxana.shevel@tufts.edu

Paul D’Anieri  
(UC Riverside, US)  
danieri@ucr.edu

Olga Onuch  
(Nuffield College, UK)  
olga.onuch@nuffield.ox.ac.uk
PANEL BK8

What Do We Talk About When We Talk About Post-Socialist Feminities And Media? (Roundtable)

CHAIR

Nanette Funk
(Brooklyn College, CUNY, US)
nanfunk@earthlink.net

PARTICIPANTS

Nadia Kaneva
(U of Denver, US)
nkaneva@du.edu
Mediating Post-Socialist Femininities: From Representations to Visibilities

Elena Gapova
(Western Michigan U, US/European Humanities U, Lithuania)
elena.gapova@wmich.edu
From the Pussy Riot Affair to New Class, Digital Visibility, and Global Media Capitalism

Dijana Jelaca
(St. John’s U, US)
ddj514@gmail.com
On the Transitional Gender of Post-Socialism: Reflections on Libidinal Entrepreneurship

Elza Ibroscheva
(Southern Illinois U Edwardsville, US)
eibrosc@siue.edu
Transitional, Transnational or Transformative: Defining Post-Socialist Femininities
PANEL BK15

Identity Politics in post-war Bosnia

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

Djordje Stefanovic
(St-Mary’s U, Canada)
djordje.stefanovic@smu.ca

Neophytos Loizides
(Kent U, UK)
n.loizides@kent.ac.uk
Way Home In Bosnia: Refugee Returns After the 1993-1995 War

Benjamin McClelland
(Columbia U, US)
bpm2117@columbia.edu
Ethnicity And Strategic Voting: Class, Identity, and Elections in Bosnia

Dino Mujadzevic
(Ruhr U Bochum, Germany)
dino.mujadzevic@rub.de
Different Uses of the Ottoman-Related Topoi in the Bosnian Muslim and Turkocentric Pro-Turkish Discourses in Bosnia

Rodrigo Nunez-Donoso
(Houston U, US)
rfnunez@uc.cl
Interethnic Tolerance, Demographics, and the Electoral Fate of Multiethnic Parties in Post-War Bosnian Municipalities

DISCUSSANT

Florian Bieber
(U of Graz, Austria)
florian.bieber@uni-graz.at
PANEL CE1
National versus Multinational Loyalties

CHAIR
Vanni D’Alessio
(Sweet Briar College, VA, US)
vannidalessio@gmail.com

PAPERS
Brendan Karch
(Louisiana State U, US)
bkarch@lsu.edu
Beyond Indifference? National Loyalties in “Ambiguous” Central European Borderlands

Scott Moore
(U of Maryland, US)
somoor@umd.edu
Crafting a Multinational Austria: Imperial Patriotism, Local Nationalism, and Layered Identity in Late Habsburg Austria

Tamara Scheer
(Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Social Science History, Austria)
tamara.scheer@univie.ac.at
Rok Stergar
(Ljubljana U, Slovenia)
rok.stergar@ff.uni-lj.si
From Multilingual to Multinational: The Habsburg Army and Nation-Building

DISCUSSANT
Vejas Liulevicius
(U of Tennessee, US)
vlulevi@utk.edu
PANEL CE15
Nationalism in Theater and Film

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Michal Bodemann
(U of Toronto, Canada)
michal.bodemann@utoronto.ca
Salon, Theatre, Museum:
On the Production and Consumption of Intercultural Jewish Spaces

Hannah Schmidt-Hollander
(U of Virginia, US)
schmidthollaender@gmail.com
Michael Nolte
(Clark U, US)
mnolte@clarku.edu
Magicians, Crooks, and Lunatics:
Images of Jews in German Expressionist Film

Jurgita Staniskyte
(Vytautas Magnus U, Lithuania)
j.staniskyte@mf.vdu.lt
(Re)imagined Pasts:
Performing Histories and Reinventing Identities on Baltic Stage

DISCUSSANT
Mayhill Fowler
(Stetson U, US)
mfowler@stetson.edu
PANEL K2

The West, Russia and the Near Abroad: Divergent Interests and Strategies of Foreign Policy in the Caucasus

CHAIR
Mikail Mamedov
(George Mason U, US)
mmamedov@gmu.edu

PAPERS
Andrea Carteny
andrea.carteny@uniroma1.it

Daniel Pommier
daniel.pommier@uniroma1.it
(Sapienza U of Rome, Italy)

Italian Military and Diplomatic Files about the 1st Azerbaijani Republic, 1918-1920

Loretta Dell’Aguzzo
(U for Foreigners of Perugia, Italy)
loretta.dellaguzzo@hotmail.it

Third Party Intervention and Variation in Ethnic Conflicts Trajectories: A Comparative Analysis of Territorial Disputes in the Balkans and the Caucasus

Ohannes Geukjian
(American U of Beirut, Lebanon)
oq01@aub.edu.lb

Armenia at the Crossroads: Choosing Between EU’s Eastern Partnership and Russia’s Customs Union

Arman Grigoryan
(Lehigh U, US)
arq210@lehigh.edu

Tale of Two Oppositional Movements and How the West Related to Them or Why John McCain Went to Ukraine, but not to Armenia

DISCUSSANT
Kevork Oskanian
(U of Birmingham, UK)
k.oskanian@bham.ac.uk
PANEL R5
Politics and Memory in Russian/Soviet State Narratives

CHAIR
Jochen Hellbeck
(Rutgers U, US)
hellbeck@rutgers.edu

PAPERS
Andrew Reed
(Brigham Young U, US)
andrew_reed@byu.edu
Narrating the Blood Libel Myth

Yan Mann
(Arizona State U, US)
yan.mann@asu.edu
Stalin and Reporting on the War, 1941-1945

Philip Skorokhodov
(Arizona State U, US)
pskorokh@asu.edu
The Second World War Debates in Russia, 2000-2010: Political and Academic Obsession

Olga Davydova-Minguet
(Karelian Institute, U of Eastern Finland)
olga.davydova@uef.fi
The Politics of Memory in The Borderlands: Victory Day in Sortavala

Yuliya Minkova
(Virginia Tech, US)
yuliyam1@vt.edu
Nationalism and Victimization in Zakhar Prilepin’s Novel Pathologies

DISCUSSANT
Mauricio Borrero
(St. John’s U, US)
borrerom@stjohns.edu
PANEL R10
*Alternative Identities in Russia and Ukraine: Modeling Otherness*

CHAIR
Kate Graney  
(Skidmore College, US)  
kgraney@skidmore.edu

PAPERS
Maxime Audinet  
(U Paris Ouest Nanterre, France)  
maxime.audinet@gmail.com  
*Russia in Search of its Soft Power: Building an Original Power Politics in the Mirror of the West*

Paul Goode  
(U of Oklahoma, US)  
paulgoode@ou.edu  
*Institutional Instability and Ambivalent National Identity in Post-Soviet Russia*

Kevin Limonier  
(U Paris VIII, France)  
kevin.limonier@gmail.com  
*How Internet Became an Object of Identity: The Case of the Russian Internet (Runet)*

Vladimir Pawlotsky  
(U Paris VIII, France)  
vladimir.pawlotsky@gmail.com  
*The Hollow-Men of the High-Speed Train Sapsan*

Cynthia Buckley  
(U of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, US)  
buckleyc@illinois.edu  
*Title TBA*

DISCUSSANT
André Filler  
(U Paris VIII, France)  
andrfiller@yahoo.fr
PANEL U7

*Gender and Migration in and since Maidan*

**CHAIR**

**Vitaly Chernetsky**  
(U of Kansas, US)  
ychernetsky@ku.edu

**PAPERS**

**Emily Channell-Justice**  
(The Graduate Center, CUNY, US)  
echannell@gc.cuny.edu  
*Berehynia/Banderivka: Maidan as a Site of Gender Role Production*

**Olesya Khromeychuk**  
(U college London)  
o.khromeychuk@ucl.ac.uk  
*The Other Half of the Revolution: Gender and Nationalism on the Maidan*

**Cynthia Buckley**  
(U of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, US)  
buckleyc@illinois.edu  
*Title TBA*

**Natalia Stepaniuk**  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
natalia.stepaniuk@gmail.com  
*The Rise of the Voluntary Movement Amidst War in Eastern Ukraine*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Zenon Wasyliw**  
(Ithaca College, US)  
wasyliw@ithaca.edu
PANEL N8
Mechanisms of Transnational Justice: Tribunals, Fiction and Diplomacy

CHAIR
Michael Bryant
(Bryan U, US)
mbryant@bryant.edu

PAPERS
David M. Crowe
(Elon U School of Law, US)
crowed@elon.edu
In the Shadow of Nuremberg: The Tokyo IMT Trial (1946-48) and the Question of “Victor’s Justice”

Lee M. Roberts
(Indiana U, US)
robertlm@ipfw.edu

Wolfgang Form
(Philipps-U Marburg, Germany)
form@staff.uni-marburg.de
Sexual Violence against Women as A War Crime

Yun Xia
(Valparaiso U, US)
yun.xia@valpo.edu
Contested Citizenship and Political Allegiance: The Trials of Vietnamese Chinese Traitors

DISCUSSANT
Timothy Waters
(Indiana U Maurer School of Law, US)
tiwaters@indiana.edu
PANEL N2
Self-Determination in the Twenty-First Century

CHAIR
Wolfgang Danspeckgruber
(Princeton U, US)
wfd@princeton.edu

PAPERS
Oded Haklai
(Queen’s U, Canada)
Haklai@queensu.ca
Self-Determination in the Post-State Formation Era

Mark R. Beissinger
(Princeton U, US)
mbiessin@Princeton.edu
Self-Determination as a Technology of Imperialism:
The Soviet and Russian Experiences

Olga Talal
(Queen’s U, Canada)
olga.talal@queensu.ca
Russian National Minorities in Post-Soviet States:
Various Manifestations of Minority Recognition and Rights

Aviel Roshwald,
(Georgetown U, US)
Aviel.Roshwald@georgetown.edu
The Daily Plebiscite and the Commodification of Self-Determination
in the 21st Century

DISCUSSANT
Karl Cordell
(U of Plymouth, UK)
k.cordell@plymouth.ac.uk
PANEL BO15
*A Conversation with Myroslav Shkandrij on Ukrainian Nationalism: Politics, Ideology, and Literature (Yale 2015)*

MODERATOR
Dominique Arel
(U Ottawa, Canada)
darel@uottawa.ca

AUTHOR
Myroslav Shkandrij
(U of Manitoba, Canada)
shkandr@cc.umanitoba.ca
PANEL BO14
*Book Panel on Charles King’s Midnight at the Pera Palace: The Birth of Modern Istanbul (Norton 2014)*

**MODERATOR**
Ceren Belge  
(Concordia U, Canada)  
ceren.belge@concordia.ca

**DISCUSSANTS**
Asli Igsiz  
(NYU, US)  
asli.igsiz@nyu.edu

Senem Aslan  
(Bates College, US)  
saslan@bates.edu

**AUTHOR**
Charles King  
(Georgetown U, US)  
kingch@georgetown.edu
PANEL BO17

Book Panel on Madeleine Reeves’ Border Work: Spatial Lives of the State in Rural Central Asia (Cornell 2014)

CHAIR
Bhavna Dave
(SOAS, U of London, UK)
bd4@soas.ac.uk

PARTICIPANTS
Cédric Jourde
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
cjourde@uottawa.ca

Morgan Liu
(Ohio State U, US)
liu.737@osu.edu

John Heathershaw
(U of Exeter, UK)
j.d.heathershaw@exeter.ac.uk

Madeleine Reeves
(U of Manchester, UK)
madeleine.reeves@manchester.ac.uk
PANEL SE4
Roundtable on the Oscar-Nominated Russian Film Leviathan by Andrei Zviagintsev

CHAIR
Peter Rutland (Wesleyan U, US)
prutland@wesleyan.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Nina Khrushcheva (New School U, US)
khruschn@newschool.edu

Anthony Anemone (New School U, US)
anemonea@newschool.edu

Marijeta Bozovic (Yale U, US)
marijeta.bozovic@yale.edu

Valerie Sperling (Clark U, US)
vsperling@clarku.edu
PANEL BK10
*Socio-Economic Change and Identity Transformation in Southeastern Europe*

**CHAIR**
Boris Banovac  
(Rijeka U, Croatia)  
bbanovac@pravri.hr

**PAPERS**

**Dunja Apostolov-Dimitrijevic**  
(Carleton U, Canada)  
dunja.apostolovdimitrijevic@carleton.ca  
*Mapping The Global Balkans: Emerging Economy Networks and Political Identity Articulation in Serbia*

**Edgar Dobos**  
(Institute for Minority Studies (HAS), Budapest, Hungary)  
dobos.edgar@tk.mta.hu  
*Contested Self-Determination Claims and the Ethnic Translation of Social Issues in Bosnia*

**Ana Ješe Perkovic**  
Tjaša Učakar  
(Ljubljana U, Slovenia)  
ana.jese@gmail.com  
tjasa.ucakar@yahoo.co.uk  
*Economic Crisis and Crisis of National Identity in Slovenia: Towards a New Notion of Social Order*

**Mina Hristova**  
(Institute of Ethnology, Sofia, Bulgaria)  
hristova.mina90@gmail.com  
*Tooling the History: Center-Periphery Reflections—The Macedonian Case*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Piro Rexhepi**  
(NYU, US)  
piro.rexhepi@gmail.com
PANEL BK11

Serbian Politics between Post Glorification and Contemporary Challenges

CHAIR
Chip Gagnon
(Ithaca College, US)
vgagnon@ithaca.edu

PAPERS
Michaël Busset
(U of Lausanne, Switzerland)
michael.busset@unil.ch
Nation’s Bodies in Motion: A Serbian Pilgrimage Toward Kosovo

Dejan Guzina
(Wilfrid Laurier U, Canada)
dguzina@wlu.ca
National Minorities in Serbia: Between Segregated Integration and Hegemonic Control

Cyrille Milutinovic
(U Paris VIII, France)
milutinovic2008@hotmail.fr
Caregiving or Searching for a Caregiver: Relations Between Serbian Pro-Russian Political Parties and Russia

DISCUSSANT
Peter Dan
(Long Island U, US)
peterdan13@hotmail.com
PANEL BK16

_Transitional Justice and the Legacy of the ICTY in the Post-Yugoslav States_

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

_Anastasia Kriachko_
(U of Bologna, Italy)
kryachko.anastasia@gmail.com
_Bringing Back Images to the Politics of Reconciliation: The Discursive Representation and Practice of Audiovisual Documents in the ICTY_

_Jovana Mihajlovic Trbovc_
(Peace Institute, Slovenia)
jovana.mihajlovic@gmail.com
_The (Lack Of) Impact of the ICTY on the Public Memory of the 1992-95 War in Bosnia_

_Vladimir Petrovic_
(Institute for Contemporary History, Serbia)
vladimir.lj.petrovic@gmail.com
_Hubris Of Themis: ICTY and the Balkans Two Decades After_

_Ivor Sokolic_
(U College London, UK)
ivor.sokolic.11@ucl.ac.uk
_Heroes, Courts And Normative Clashes: How is the Process of Transitional Justice Influencing Norm Building In Croatia?_

DISCUSSANT

_Chip Gagnon_
(Ithaca College, US)
vgagnon@ithaca.edu
PANEL CE6
Populism and Radicalism in Hungary and Slovakia

CHAIR
Sherrill Stroschein
(U College London, UK)
s.stroschein@ucl.ac.uk

PAPERS
Lenka Bustikova
(Arizona State U, US)
lenka.bustikova@asu.edu
Policy Hostility, Group Hostility and Voting for Radical Right: Micro-Level Evidence from Slovakia

Anita Kurimay
(Bryn Mawr College, US)
akurimay@brynmawr.edu

Rudolf Paksa
(Institute of History, Budapest, Hungary)
paksarudolf@gmail.com
The Shifting Legacies of the Hungarian Arrow Cross and National Socialist Parties

Ilona Lahdelma
(ELTE U, Budapest, Hungary)
ielahdelma@gmail.com
Radicalism in Hungarian Civil Society

Virág Molnár
(New School U, NY, US)
molnaryl@newschool.edu
The Symbolic Economies of Radical Nationalism in Hungary

Stephanie Sillay
(Newberry College, US)
stephanie.sillay@newberry.edu
Constitutional Politics and the Rise of Populist Nationalism in Hungary

DISCUSSANT
Ireneusz Pawel Karolewski
(U of Wroclaw, Poland)
karole@uni-potsdam.de
PANEL CE17  
*Citizenship, Rights and Gender*

**CHAIR**  
*Raluca Mateoc*  
(U of Fribourg, Switzerland)  
ralucaanamaria.mateoc@unifr.ch

**PAPERS**

*Costica Dumbrava*  
(Maastritch U, Netherlands)  
c.dumbrava@maastrichtuniversity.nl

*The Politics of National Reproduction: Pro-Natalism, Citizenship and Ethno-Demographic Survival in Post-Communist Romania*

*Irina Nicorici*  
(Rutgers U, US)  
inicorici@sociology.rutgers.edu

*Learning to Labor Post-Soviet-Style: Constructing Gendered Citizenship in Moldova*

*Ausra Park*  
(Sienna College, US)  
apark@siena.edu

*The Politics of Human Trafficking in Lithuania: Perspectives from Government, NGOs, and Academia*

**DISCUSSANT**  
*Tanya Domi*  
(Columbia U, US)  
tanya.domi@gmail.com
PANEL EU10
*Domestic Order and Foreign Policy in Eurasia*

**CHAIR**

*Michael Rywkin*
(City College, NY, US)
mryan@aol.com

*Guangfueng Chen*
(U of Alberta, Canada)
fchen@ualberta.ca
*China’s National Image: Critical Discourse Analysis on Media Representation of China in Environmental Reports*

*Emilbek Dzhuraev*
(American U of Central Asia, Kyrgyzstan)
dzhuraev_e@mail.auca.kg
*Political Rationality in Central Asia: Which Machiavelli? What Rationality*

*Kristin Fjæstad*
(Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, Oslo)
kfj@nupi.no
*The Big Friendly Giant? Kazakhstan’s Relations with Afghanistan since 2000*

*Joldon Kutmanaliev*
(European U Institute, Italy)
joldon.kutmanaliev@eui.eu
*A Comparative Analysis of Neighborhood and Communal Responses to Ethnic Violence in the City of Osh, 2010*

**DISCUSSANT**

TBA
PANEL K5

_Nagorno-Karabakh After Donbass?_  
_Exploring Ways for a Revived Turkey-Armenia-Azerbaijan Dialogue_

**CHAIR**  
Laurent Vinatier  
(Thomas More Institute, France)  
l.vinatier@institut-thomas-more.org

**PAPERS**  
Sofie Bedford  
(Uppsala U, Sweden)  
sofie.bedford@ucrs.uu.se  
*Framing Ukraine – Baku’s Russian Dilemma*

Ceyhun Mahmudlu  
(Qafqaz U, Azerbaijan)  
cmahmudov@qu.edu.az  
*Security Dilemma in Post Soviet Intractable Conflicts: The Case of Nagorno-Karabakh*

Kevork Oskanian  
(U of Birmingham, UK)  
k.oskanian@bham.ac.uk  
*Russia and the Turkey-Armenia-Azerbaijan Triangle: Between History and Geopolitics*

**DISCUSSANT**  
Adéline Braux  
(Observatory of the Caucasus, Baku, Azerbaijan)  
adeline.braux@sciences-po.org
PANEL R9

Identity in Late Imperial Russia and Ukraine

CHAIR
David Rainbow
(Harriman Institute, Columbia U, US)
david.rainbow@nyu.edu

PAPERS
Nazar Mammedov
(Brown U, US)
nazar_mammedov@brown.edu
One Problem, Many Solutions:
The “National Question” in the Programs of Russian Parties in the Early 20th Century

Dmitry Mordvinov
(U of British Columbia, Canada)
dmitry.mordvinov@gmail.com
Nations, Tribes, and Breeds:
The Question of Race in the Late Russian Empire

Adrian Mitter
(U of Toronto, Canada)
adrian.mitter@mail.utoronto.ca
The Ukrainian University Question in the Habsburg Monarchy and the Russian Empire, 1900-1914

DISCUSSANT
Paul Werth
(U of Nevada, Las Vegas, US)
werthp@unlv.nevada.edu
PANEL U11
The Economic Dimensions of the Russia-Ukraine Conflict

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Isabelle Fortin
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
ifort059@uottawa.ca
Comparisons between the European Union’s Response to the 2009 and 2014 Russia-Ukrainian Gas Disputes

Margarita Balmaceda
(Harvard U, US)
balmaced@fas.harvard.edu
Between External Energy Pressure and Separatism: What Looking at Transnistria Can Tell Us about Donetsk and Ukraine

Mitchell A Orenstein
(Northeastern U, US)
m.orenstein@neu.edu
The IMF and EU Challenge: Can Ukraine Afford (not to) Reform?

DISCUSSANT
Paul D’Anieri
(UC Riverside, US)
danieri@ucr.edu
PANEL M7
Politics of Diasporic Engagement

CHAIR
Kristin Fabbe
(Claremont McKenna College, US)
kfabbe@cmc.edu

PAPERS
Isil Acehan
(Ipek U, Ankara, Turkey)
iacehan@ipek.edu.tr
Sojourners with an Image Problem: Transnational Turks in New England

Mettursun Beydulla
(Fatih U, Turkey)
bmettursun@gmail.com
Suleyman Dogan
(Yildiz Teknik U, Turkey)
dogansuleyman1@hotmail.com
Uyghur Diasporic and Migrant Identities: Social, Cultural, Political, Religious and Spiritual Aspects

Dario Cepo
(U of Zagreb, Croatia)
dcepo@pravo.hr
Capturing Diaspora: Right to Vote and Voting Preferences of Croatian Diaspora in Comparative Perspective

Claire Vincent-Mory
(U Paris Ouest Nanterre La Défense, France)
clairevincent1@hotmail.com
Organizing Foreign Diasporas to Build a Nation?
The Case of the Beninese Federation Building Process in France

DISCUSSANT
Daniel Naujoks
(Columbia U, US)
daniel.naujoks@gmail.com
PANEL N15

Theorizing the Study of Violent Ethnic Conflict: Evidence from Recent Cases

CHAIR
Cédric Jourde
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
cjourde@uottawa.ca

PAPERS
Jean-François Ratelle
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
jrate066@uottawa.ca
Recruitment and Daily Life in Insurgent Groups:
A Micro-Level Analysis of Organizational Structure of Insurgent Groups in Dagestan

Philippe Roseberry
(Queen’s U, Canada)
philippe.roseberry@queensu.ca
Evidence from Low and Mid-Level Combatants

Marina Ilic
(U Lille 2, France)
marina.ilic@etu.univ-lille2.fr

Yelena Biberman
(Skidmore College, US)
ybiberma@skidmore.edu
Self-Defense Militias and Death Squads in Counterinsurgency:
Evidence from Turkey and India

DISCUSSANT
Jesse Driscoll
(U California San Diego, US)
jdriscoll@ucsd.edu
PANEL BO7

*Book Panel on Valerie Sperling’s*
*Sex, Politics and Putin: Political Legitimacy in Russia*
*(Oxford, 2015)*

*and Samuel A. Greene’s*
*Moscow in Movement: Power and Opposition in Putin’s Russia*
*(Stanford, 2014)*

**MODERATOR**

Elise Giuliano  
(Columbia U, US)  
*eg599@columbia.edu*

**DISCUSSANT**

Gerald Easter  
(Boston College, US)  
*gerald.easter@bc.edu*

**AUTHORS**

Valerie Sperling  
(Clark U, US)  
*vsperling@clarku.edu*

Samuel A. Greene  
(King’s College London, UK)  
*samuel.greene@kcl.ac.uk*
PANEL BO13

*Book Panel on Ron Suny’s “They Can Live in the Desert but Nowhere Else”: A History of the Armenian Genocide (Princeton 2015)*

**CHAIR**

TBA

**PARTICIPANTS**

**Louis Fishman**
(Brooklyn College, CUNY, US)
lfishman@brooklyn.cuny.edu

**Ipek Yosmaoglu**
(Northwestern U, US)
i-yosmaoglu@northwestern.edu

**Eric Weitz**
(Graduate Center, CUNY, US)
eweitz@ccny.cuny.edu

**Ron Suny**
(U of Chicago, US)
rgsuny@umich.edu